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THE MEANING OF THE RESURRECT]ON

A Path toward Jewj-sh-Christian Dia logue

If Christ

has

and you are still

not been raised, your faith is futile
in your sins.

I Corinthians

L5zL7

Introduction
The resurrection of Christ is the heart of the Christian

proclamation and the central tenet of Christian faith. It has
given strength and inspiration to many, and continues to do

so. At one time it had a secure place within the belief
structure of Western society. Today it is different.
Our
modern world view does not easily assimilate the idea of resurrection. The spirit of our scientific age drives us to question:
What real1y was the resurrection, and what, if anything, does
it still mean for us? No other article of traditional faith
has been questioned more, challenged more, and more steeped in
controversy.

Paul preached the resurrection of Christ. He felL so
certain of it that he could not comprehend Lhe skepticism of
his fellow Jews. He said that their minds were hardened, that
they hear the words of scripture with a veil over their minds.
"Indeed, to this very day, when they hear the reading of the
-l-

-2old covenant, that same veil is sti1l there, since only in
Christ is it set aside" (Z Corinthj-ans 3:l-4). Such sentiments
have inflamed relations between Jews and Christians to this
day.

But today it is not only Jews who are skeptics. Modern
biblical scholarship presents a definite challenge to traditional
faith. Such scholarship has brought us a new awareness of the
dlfferences between modern thought and first-century thought.
The idea that nature is governed by inviolable laws that only
science can explain did not exist in the anc.ient worId. Thus
we have difficulty accepting ideas with which people in antiquity
felt quite comfortable, and which often find expression in
accounts of events t.hat seem to us to suspend the laws of
nature. We describe such ideas as "myths." Properly understood,
a myth is a symbolic representation of a profound truth; but
today we often think of "myth" as synonymous with "fiction. "
Thus first-century ideas are nearly as incomprehensible to
people living now as our own ideas would have been to people
living then.
Many miraculous events reported in the Gospels have lost
the aura of un-iqueness they may once have had. We can find
ancient parallels to many reported aspects of the ljfe of
JeSuS.
Stories of supernatural beings were common in the
Greek and Roman world. The "mythology" (and in this context
the word should not be understood pejoratively) of these cuftures
was rich and complex, including stories of heavenly beings who

-3would descend to earth, sometimes for the benefit of human
beings. This is a vast area of study way beyond our present
scope, but it. might be useful to mention just one example fr:om
ancient Greek culture. The hero Heracles (Hercules) was the
son of a god and of a mortal woman. He performed miraculous

feats during his life on earth. He died an excruciatingly
painful death as the result of a corrosive poison administered
through the plotting of an enemy. A bolt of lightning shot
from the heavens and consumed his funeral pyre. Those who
came to gather his bones could not find a single bone anywhere.
Heracles' mortal part was ful1y consumed; he then appeared to
his companions in all the majesty of a god. Accompanied by
roaring thunder, he ascended to heaven.l
Although every aspect of the story just mentioned has a
parallel in tradltions reported about Jesus, it does not necessarily follow that Greek mythology directly influenced those
traditions. Rather, there were ways of thinking in the cultural
heritage of the time that could have ass.imilated such traditions
without too much difficulty, and that may even have encouraged
their emergence. Thus it is understandable that the Greeks to
whom Paul preached could far more easily have accepted Jesus'
literal resurrection from the dead than could Pauf's own coreligionists: the exaltation of a human being to a high status
approaching divinity was more compatible with their cultural
heritage. It is true that the idea of resurrection did exist
in first-century Judaism, but this was a general resurrection

-4expected at the end of time, when all (or at least the righteous)

would be redeemed. Resurrection was not believed to be a
unique characteristic of the messiah himself, setting him above
rnortal humanity.
Our present knowledge of the cultures and mythology of

antiquity, far more extensive than it has ever been, places
the traditions about Jesus as recorded in the Gospels within a
wider context. In addition, our modern scientific world view
makes us more skeptical toward claims of supernatural experiences. Thus while Jews have always resisted the preaching of
the literal resurrectj-on of Christ, many committed Christians
today may also be experiencing doubt. What can we say to
members of both groups? Surely there is some merj-t in PauJ's
warning that, Lf there is no truth in the resurrection, then
his preaching j-s futile and the faith of his hearers is futile.
While (as Jesus so strongly admonished Peter) it is sinful to
deny the cross, if the story of Jesus ends at the cross then
Christian faith is indeed empty and Easter is merely a celebration
of the grave. But what about Jewish faith? If Jews cannot
see the cross of Christ as the site of redemption, then do
they find it elsewhere, or is thej-r faith also empty? Faith
j-n Jewish peoplehood, in the State of Israel, j-s not redemptive
faith.
These are human creations, subject to the forces and
fates of this wor1d. Thus the same question thaL today so
challenges the faith of many Christians is, in a different
form, just as vital for Jews as well.

-5Is it possible to accept fu1 ly the challenge of modern
biblical scholarship, and stil1 preserve the resurrection as a
symbol of living faith?
What exactly is it that Easter
ce

lebrates

?

The resurrection of Christ is an idea that for centuries

has separated Christians and Jews. Often the separation has
turned violenL. But as strong as the feelings have been on
both sides, it may be time now to consider whether this separation
can be bridged, if not actually eliminated. Perhaps there is
much that Jewish and Christian traditions have to say about
each other that can illuminate the meaning of the resurrection.
It may even be that the deeper levels of its meaning are
obscured precisely because the two traditions have been kept
so separate, first through mutual misunderstanding, then through
mutuaJ mistrust. It is therefore important to trace the history
of the idea of the resurrection, since by shedding light on
what it originally meant we can more clearly see what it might
mean for us today.
Resurrection and the Hebrew Bible
The idea of the resurrection did not emerge suddenly
after

Jesus' death.

Its

roots lie

deep within

the

Hebrew

Bible (although, it must be emphatically stated, not in the
sense of scanning the Hebrew Bible for proof-texts confirming
an already assumed concept of the resurrection). Examining
the roots of the resurrection idea within the Hebrew Bible may

-6lead us to some surprising conclusions.

At the core of the theology of the Hebrew Bible is the
idea that" God is intimately involved in the Jives of human
beings. This involvement is captured in the symbol of the
A covenant is an agreement based upon mutual
"covenant. "
trust; it is a promise between two parties to be faithful to
each other regarding certain matt-ers of importance. We first
find the word used in reference to Godts promise to Noah never
again to destroy the earth by a flood: "I establish my covenant
with your that. never agai-n shall all f lesh be cut off by the
waters of a flood" (Genesis 9:11). Later on God makes a more
specific promise to Abraham i-n response to Abraham's faithfulness:
Then the Lord said to Abram, "Know this for certain, that
your offspring shall be aliens in a land that is not
theirs, and shall be slaves there, and they shall be oppressed
for four hundred years; but I will bring judgment on the
nat.ion that they serve, and afterward they shall come out
with great possessions. . . ."
. On t.hat day the Lord made a covenant with Abram,
saying, "To your descendants ,I give this land. .
And I will make my covenant between me and you,
".
and will make you exceedingly numerous." (Genesis l-5:l-3-L4,
15: lB, L7 z2)

The promise of God to humanity takes a specific form.

It i-s the assurance of restoration or renewal after suffering
and destruction. This original promise has inspired the Hebrew
people during the darkest moments of their journey through
history. It was a light for them in tj-mes of greatest despair.
Si-nce the people did experience many dark momenLs throughout

-7their history, the original promise became an ever present
symboJ of revival, of redemption from suffering, of the transition
from grief to joy.

is this more evident than in the Passover story,
and it is no accident that Easter draws much of its inspiration
from the Passover symbolism. God's promise to Abr:aham kept
the people alive in the desert, even when all hope seemed
lost.
Nowhere

Then he brought

Israel out with silver and go1d,

and there was no one among their tribes who stumbled.
Egypt was glad when they departed,
for dread of them had fallen upon it.
He spread a cloud for a covering,
and fi-re to give liqht by night.
They asked, and he brought quails,
and gave them food from heaven in abundance.
He opened the rock, and water gushed out;
it flowed through the desert like a river.
For he remembered his holy promise,
and Abraham, his servant.
(Psa1m l-05:37-42')

is the firsL of the great "resurrectj-on" stories in the Bib1e. God led a people half-dead from
slavery and oppression to freedom, according to the origi-na1
promise. This "resurrection" was not without its "passj-on":
the people suffered terrible trials in the wilderness, and
often felt tempted to give up. But in spite of their hardshi-ps,
they never left the range of God's watchful care. Their
continued sense of God's presence kept them alj-ve.
This "resurrection" t.heme, the transitj-on from despair
to hope, from grief to joy, from destruction to fu1fi1lment,
The Exodus from Egypt

a
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occurs throughout the Hebrew Bible. It is the basic optimistic
message

of faith.

As the Psalmist states,

Weeping may linger for the night,
but joy comes with the morning.
You have turned my mourning int.o dancing;
you have taken off my sackcloth and clothed me with joy,
so that my soul may praise you and not be silent.
O Lord my God, I will give thanks to you forever.
(Psalm 30:5 t3L-32)

One of the greatest resurrection stories of all is the

story of Job, a man who suffered all kinds of grief, from the
Joss of loved ones to the loss of his health. Yet in the end
his faith and his struggle were fulfi1led: "And the Lord restored
the fortunes of Job when he had prayed for his fr:iends, and
the Lord gave Job twice as much as he had before" (Job 42zL0l.
To some this may seem a gratuJ-tous happy ending, but the
author of Job may well have wished to make a deep statement
about faith and the certainty of a divine response to the
searching heart even in the midst of great tragedy.
"Resurrection" literally ,means "rising again" (from
EeEurge). The word in Greek is anlstasis, and note how it is
used in Luke 2:34: "This child is destined for the falling and
the risi-ng of many in Israel (eis pt6sin kai anlstasin po115n
en to lsra6l)."
Anlstasis is a rise after a fa]].
The idea
descri-bes Passover as well as Easter, and appears throughout
the propheti-c sections of the Bible.
The great prophets of Israel all speak of the possibility

of renewal in the midst of tragedy.

Isaiah of Babylon addresses

-9a fallen people in their exile with words of hope:
Comfort, O comfort my people,
says your God.

tenderly to Jerusalem,
cry to her
that she has served her term,
that her penalty is paid,
that she has received from the Lord's hand
double for all her sins.
A voice cries out:
"In the wilderness prepare the way of the Lord,
make straight in the desert a highway for our God.
Every valIey shal1 be lifted up,
and every mountain and hill be made low;
the uneven ground shal I become 1eve1,
and the rough places a plain.
Then the glory of the Lord shall be revealed,
and all people sha11 see 1t together,
for the mouth of the Lord has spoken."
(Isaiah 40:l--5)
Speak
and

The suffering of the people has reached a peak, but the

faithful

can expect a complete revival of body and spirit:

not known? Have you noi- heard?
is the everlasting God,
the Creator of the ends of the earth.
He does not faint or grow weary;
his understanding is unsearchable.
He gives power to the faint,
and strengt-hens the powerless.
Even youths will faint and be weary,
and the young will faIl exhausted;
but those who wait for the Lord shall renew their strength,
they shall mount up with wi-ngs like eagles,
they shall'run and not be weary,
they shall walk and not faint.
(Isaiah 4A:29-31)

Have you
The Lord

revival, or "rising againr " is characterized especially
by a sense of newness:
Any
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But now thus says the Lord,
he who created you, O Jacob,
he who formed your O Israel:
Do not fear, for I have redeemed you;
I have called you by name, you are mine.
I am about to do a new thing;
now it springs forth, do you not perceive it?
I will make a way in the wilderness
and rivers in the desert.
( Isaiah 43:L,L9)
The prophet Jeremiah held out a

similar promise of renewal

to the suffering exiles:
For I will restore health to you,
and your wounds I will heal,
says the Lord,
because they have called you an outcast:
"It is Zion; no one cares for her!"
Thus says the Lord:
I am going to restore the fortunes of the tents of Jacob,
and have compassion on his dwellings;
the city shall be rebuilt upon its mound,
and the citadel set on its rightful site.
Out of them shal1 come thanksgivi-ng,
and the sound of merrymakers.
I will make them many, and they shall not be few;
I will make them honored, and they shal1 not be disdained.
(Jeremiah 30:l-7-L9')

Life is not yet over; there is stil1 room for the

new:

Thus says the Lord:
A voice is heard in Ramah,
lamentati-on and bitter weeping.
Rachel is uleeping for her children,
because they are no more.
Thus says the Lord:
Keep your voice from weeping,
and your eyes from tearsi
for there is a reward for your work, says the Lord:
they shall come back from the land of the enemy;
there is hope for your future, says the Lord:
your children sha11 come back to their own country.
(Jeremiah 3 1- : 5-L7 )
1-

-l_l_-

Jeremiah even points to the renewal of the covenanL,
which seemed to have been broken:
The days are surely coming, says the Lord, when I will
a new covenant with the house of Israel and the house

make

of Judah. It will not be like the covenant that I made
with their ancestors when I took them by the hand to bring
them out of the land of Egypt--a covenant that they broke,
though I was their husband, says the Lord. But this is
the covenant that I will make with the house of Israel
after those days, says the Lord: I will put my 1aw within
them, and I will write it on their hearts; and I will be
their God, and they shal1 be my people. (Jeremiah 31-:31_-33)
The third great prophet, Ezekiel, uses remarkably similar
language to describe his own vision of renewal:

I will sprinkle clean water upon you, and you shaLl be
cJean from all your uncleannesses, and from all your idols
I will cleanse you. A new heart I will give you, and a
nelv spirit I will put within you; and I will remove from
your body the heart of stone and give you a heart of
flesh.
I will put my spirit within your and make you
follow my statutes and be careful to observe my ordi-nances.
Then you shall live in the land that I gave to your
ancestors; and you shall be my people, and I will be your

God. (Ezekiel_ 26:25-28)

The most striking vision of resurrection occurs in the

next chapter, in Ezekiel's vision of the Valley of Dry Bones,
which is traditionalLy associated with the passover holiday.
Here we find u, r"ry expl icit language of resurrection used to
represent the theme of restorati-on so central to Hebrew prophecy.
rn this vision the people are likened to a collection of o1d,
dry bones, which God is nevertheless able to revive, putting
flesh on them and breathing life into them.

-L2-

Therefore prophesy, and say to them, Thus says the Lord
God: I am going to open your graves, and bring you up from
your graves, O my people; and I wilL bring you back to the
land of Israel. And you shall know that I am the Lord,
when I open your graves, and bring you up from your graves,

people. And f will put my spirit within you, and you
shall live, and I will place you on your own soil; then
you shalI know that It the Lord, have spoken and will act,
says the Lord. (Ezekiel 37 zL2-L4)
O my

A survey of the prophetic writings thus shows how God's
original promise to the Hebrew people came to be interpreted
increasingly through the symbol and language of resurrection,
applying particularly to the revival and restoration of the
Israelite nation. There are, however, two especial 1y noteworthy
passages in the Hebrew Bible in which Lhe language of resurrection
passes beyond the realm of symbol and seems to describe an
emerging belief.
Chapters 24 through 27 of Isaiah are a collection of
eschatological prophecies (prophecies about the ultimate future)
that have much in common with apocalyptic writing, a Jater
style of writing we will consi-der in more detail below. Thus
these chapters are generally assigned a late date, after the
Babylonian exile but certainly before the period when apocalyptic

writing was in ful1 flower. They offer us a glimpse of the
transition fronl prophecy to apocalyptic. Apocalyptic themes
include the imminent destruction of the wor1d, the triumphant
mani-f estation of the Lord and victory over forces of evj-l on
heaven as well as on earth, and the resurrection of the dead.
Of the resurrecti-on we read:

-l_3He will swallow uP death forever:
Then the Lord God will wipe away

the tears from all faces,
and the disgrace of his people he will take away from
all the earth,
for the Lord has sPoken. .
Your dead shall live, their corpses sha1l rise.
O dwellers in the dust, awake and sing for joy!
Eor your dew is a radiant dew,
and the earth wilt give birth to those long dead'
(Isaiah 25:8,

26zL9l

Paul quoted Isaiah 25zB in his triumphant cry I'Death has
been swallowed up in victory" (1 Corinthians L5z54l , which
concludes his discourse on the resurrection in l- Corinthians.
(The Hebrew lan6sah may in fact be translated either "forever"

Clearly the connection was made between
or "in victory.")
this eschatological resurrection and the resurrection of Christ.
Although its dramatj-c setting is at the end of the Babylonian captivity and the transition to Persian ru1e, the Book
of Daniel is given a later date, Considered to have been
written during the Maccabean period and to contain many symbolic
references to the political events of the day. It is also
generally considered to be the first of the truly "apocalyptic"
writings. The Greek apokalypsis 1itera1ly means "revelationr"
and the word itself is the title of the New Testament Book of
Revelation wfribfr, like the second half of Daniel, is a good
Apoca*
example of apocalyptic style found in the Bible itself.
J-yptic writing purported to "reveal" what would happen at- the
end of history, which was often seen to be fast approaching.
It flowered during the period just before and during the lifetime

-L4-

of Jesus, and is thus crucial for: understanding the development
of thought between the Hebrew Bible and the New Testament.
Apocalyptic writing is generally characterized, by a number of
specific themes. one typically finds expressions of a dualism
between the present age and the age to come, between the
forces of light and the forces of darkness, between God and
satan, between the evil ones and the righteous faithful.
The
comi-ng of the end is often described in terms of an elaborate
symbolism, with visions of fantastic creatures and upheavals
in the natural order, descripti-ons of angels and demons, heaven
and hell.
Apocalyptic works have had some influence on New
Testament thought, and one such work, the Book of Enoch, is
actually quoted in the New Testament (Jude 14-l-5). These
works are also particularly important for understanding the
development of the belief in resurrection.
The first half of the Book of Daniel consists of narrat-ives
about Daniel and his friends and the challenges they faced
during the hard times in exj-le. The second half of the book
is quit.e dif f erent in characLer, consisting of vis j-ons Daniel
received concerning future events. rt is perhaps significant
that in the second half of the book, the apocalyptic section,
Daniel speaks in first person. one common characteristic of
apocalyptic writings is that they are presented as having been
written by a great figure from the past; thus they are often
ca11ed pseudepigrapha, 1itera11y ,'f aJse writ-ings r,' meaning
writings under an assumed name. These latter chapters of

-15-

typify the apocalyptic styIe, and in particular we find
references to a belief in resurrection.
The statements about resurrection here are much more
explicit than the one in Isaiah. They also appear as part of
an emerging gieneral pattern: a time of great destruction will
arrive, represent.ing Godrs final judgment, after which the
righteous will be restored to life.
Danj-e1

At that time Mj-chae1, the great prince, the protector
of your people, shal1 arise. There shal1 be a time of
anguish, such as has never occurred since natj-ons first
came into existence. But at that time your people shal1
be delivered, everyone who is found written in the book.
Many of those who sleep in the dust of the earth shall
awake, some to everlasting life, and some to shame and
everlasting contempt. .
. Happy are those who persevere and attain the
thousand three hundred thirty-five days. But your go your
wdy, and resl; you shall rise for your reward at the end
of the days. (Daniel L2zL-2,L2-L3)
The New Jerome Biblical Commentary finds this passage

quite noteworthy, calling it "the earliest clear enunciation
of bel ief in the resurrection of the dead. "2 As mentioned
earlier, it dates from the Maccabean period in the second
The time was marked by an j-ntense conflict
century C.E.
between the Hel-lenizers, those Jews who wanted to adopt the
predominant Grbek way of lif e (see L Maccabees l-:11--l-5) , and
the Jews who wanted to remain faithful to the purity of their
ancestral traditions. The latter suffered great persecution,
which gave rise to the Maccabean revolt. The latter chapters
of Daniel make many references to this conflict with the ruling

-t-6Greeks and their desire to impose their culture; for example,

the profanation of the Temple with "the abomination that, makes
desolate" (Daniel l1:31; cf. Mark 13tL4, Matthew 24zL5l refers
to t.he Greeks' placing in the Temple a statue of Zeus and
converting the Temple to Zeus worship. The resurrection passaqe
in Daniel expresses the hope that the faithful may ultimately
survive their persecutions through redemption from the grave,
while their Hellenizing enemies would suffer an ignominious
fate.
Resurrection and the Apocrypha
Passing from the Hebrew Bibler w€ now turn to the set of

books known as the Apocrypha, a term from the Greek meaning

"that which is hidden or concealed. " They are "hidden" in the
sense that, according to their proponents, they contain a
special- secret knowledge accessible only to those wjth proper
understanding. To their detractor:s, these books are not inspi-red
and are perhaps even dangerous and heretj-cal, and should be
"hidden away. " In this sense some of these books are perhaps
tamer examples of a much larger corpus of lj-terature that
flourished during the so-called "intertestamental" period and
during the time'of the early church, and which consisted largely
of mystical or apocalyptic elaborations of biblical themes.
We will consider a few of these works below. The particular
works included in the Apocrypha, however, are found in Roman
Catholic and some Protestant Bibles, although Judaism and main-
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stream Protestantism have never recogni-zed them as canonical.

The Second Book of Maccabees is an account of events
that took place during the Greek oppression and Maccabean
revolt of l-65 B.C.E. In it we find the story of a mother and
her seven sons who were martyred by King Antiochus IV for
refusing to forsake their religion. We find in this narrative
explicit references to a belief in physical resurrection.
Just before he is to die, the fourth son exclaims:
One cannot but choose to die at the hands of mortals
and to cherish the hope God gives of being raised again by

him. But for you there will be
(2 Maccabees 7: L4)

no

resurrection to life!

also find this belief expressed in the words that the
mother addresses to her sons:
We

I do not know how you came into being in my womb. It
was not I who gave you life and breath, nor I who set in
order the elements within each of you. Therefore the
Creator of the world, who shaped the beginning of humankind
and devised the origin of a1I things, wi11 in his mercy
give life and breath back to you again, since you now
forget yourselves for the sake of his 1aws. (Z Maccabees
7

222-23)

Expressions of this belief are not

in the literature of this period: that at a certain t-lme r or at the end of
time, the righteous dead wi]l again be raised, while the wicked
sha11 perish. These are more specific elaborations of the
ideas presented j-n Daniel L2.
Another book in the Apocrypha that makes explicit reference
to resurrection is 2 Esdras, which is most clearly an apocalyptlc
uncommon
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work. "Esdras" is the Greek form of the Hebrew "Ezrar" and 2
Esdras (whose central section is often called 4 Ezra) describes
a number of visions attributed to the Ezra who appears in the
Hebrew Bible, scribe and leader of his people at the end of
the Babylonian and Persian exile. The history of 2 Esdras is
rather complicat.ed. Most scholars consider the central portion
(4 Ezra, which contains the resurrection r:eference) to have
been written before the end of the first century C.E. by a
Jewish author, while later Christian writers added the opening
and closing chapters.
The book as a whole is concerned with the problem of
evil as it reJates to the experiences of the Hebrew people
under foreign domination. Why, Ezra asks, did t.hey suffer so
at the hands of other nations? The angel Uriel responds by
granting an answer in the form of a sequence of complicated
visions. A central theme in these visj-ons is that the present,
corrupt world order is passlng away, and at the time of judgment
the righteous will be saved. There will be a time of great
destruction:
Now concerning the signs: 1o, the days are coming when
those who inhabit the earth sha11 be seized with gr:eat
terror, and the way of truth sha1l be hidden, and the land
sha11 be barren of faith. Unrighteousness sha11 be increased
beyond what you yourself see, and beyond what you heard of
formerly. And the land that you now see ruling shall be a
trackless waste, and people shal1 see it desolate. (2

Esdras 5: l--3 )

-L9-

This time of destruction will be associated with the
final judgment of God, and with the resurrectj-on of the dead:
For indeed the time will come, when the signs that I
have foretold to you will come to pass, that the city that
now is noL seen shall appear, and the land that now is
hidden shall be disclosed. Everyone who has been delivered
from the evils that I have foretold shall see my wonders.
For my son the Messiah shall be revealed with those who
are with him, and those who remain shal1 rejoice four
hundred years. After those years my son the Messiah sharl
die, and all who draw human breath. Then the world shall
be turned back to primeval silence for seven daysr ds it
was at the first beginnings, so that no one shal1 be left.
After seven days the world that is not yet awake shall be

roused, and that which is corruptible shall perish. The
earth shal1 give up those who are asleep in it, and the
dust t-hose who rest there in silence; and the chambers
shal1 give up the souls that have been committed to them.
The Most High shall be revealed on the seat of judgment,
and compassion shal1 pass away, and patience shall_ be
withdrawn. Only judgment shall remain, truth shall stand,
and faithfulness shall grow strong. (2 Esdras 7226-34t
Resurrection and "Intertestamental', Literature
This pattern of related themes--a great destruction, God's
final judgment, the resurrection of the dead--appears in a
number of works of the intertestamental period that are not

included 1n the BibLe or the Apocrypha and which are known
collectively as the old Testament pseudepigrapha, since most
of them are written under the names of famous personages from
the Hebrew Bible. we will consider just four of these works:
1- Enoch, 2 Baruch, the Sibylline Oracles, and the Apocryphon
of Ezekiel.
In the form in which it comes down to usr 1 Enoch
appears to be a composite of dj_fferent fragments by different
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wri-ters at dif f erent times . The centra I sect j-on, containing
chapters 37-7L, is known as the "Similitudes', or "parables."
It probably dates from the first century B.C.E.; a view placing
it much l-ater is no longer given much credence.3 l- Enoch i-s
an apocalyptic work, predicting God's finaL judgment of the
worl-d and the triumph of the righteous. One of Lhe events
associated with the divine judgment is the resurrection of the
dead:

In those days Sheol lHebrew: the grave] wiIl return
all the deposits which she had received and hell will gi-ve
back all that which it owes. And he shall choose the
r.ighteous and the holy ones from among (the risen) dead,
for the day when they shall be seJected and saved has
( f Enoch 51- : 1-2 )
arrived.
Here once again

\,ve

see associated with the divine judgment

the theme of a great destruction:
So I saw all the angels of plague co-operating and preparing
all the chains of Satan. And I asked the angel of peace,
who was going with Rer "For whom are they preparing these
chains?" And he answered in€r saying, "They are preparing
these for the kings and the potentates of this earth in
order that they may be destroyed thereby." (1 Enoch 53:3-5)

-2LIn the year five hundred, in the seventh monthr orr the
fourteenth day of the month in the life of Enoch; in the
same parable (f saw) that the heaven of heavens was quaking
and tremblj-ng with a mighty tremulous agitation, and the
forces of the Most High and the angels, ten thousand times
a millj-on and ten million times ten million, were agitated
with great agitation.
. Then Michael said unto rner
"What have you seen that has so disturbed you? This day
of mercy has lasted until today; and he has been merciful
and long-suffering toward those that dwell upon the earth.
And when this day arrives--and the power, the punishment,
and the judgment, which the Lord of the Spirits has prepared
for those who do not worship the righteous judgment, for
t.hose who deny the righteous judgment, and for those who
take his name in vain--it will become a day of covenant
for the elect and inquisition for the sinners." (f Enoch
60:

1-

r
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Here

)

we

resurrection,

see the day of the Lord, including the final
explicitly associated with a renewal of the

covenant.

2 Baruch bears some similarity to 2 Esdras, which it

may

a source. It was written sometime after the
destruction of the Temple in 70 C.E. Like 2 Esdras, it is
concerned with the question of why Israel unjustly suffers at
have used

as

the hands of the nations. Baruch, in the Hebrew Bible Jeremiah's
assistant,

i-s presented here as a great prophet in his

own

right.
He enters into a dial-ogue wlth God on the matter of
divine justJ-ce, and God assures him that Israel's fortunes
will be reversed and the nations will be judged and punished
(chapter l-3) . There will be a time of tremendous destruction,
violence, and slaughter (chapter 27) . A messiah or "annointed
one" wi1I fina1ly be revealed, who will save the righteous
(chapter 29).

There j-s still

hope for those who have already
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died, for they will be raj-sed:
And it will happen after these things when the time of
the appearance of the Annointed One has been fulfilled and
he returns with glory, that then all who sleep in hope of
him will rise. And it will happen at that time that those
treasuries will be opened in which the number of the souls
of the right.eous were kept, and they will go out and the
multitudes of the souls will appear toget.her, in one assemb1age, of one mind. And the first ones will enjoy themselves
and the ]ast ones will not be sad. (Z Baruch 30:1--2)

For corruption will take away those who belong to it, and
life those who belong to it. And dust will be called, and
told, "Give back that which does not belong to you and
raise up al I that you have kept unti 1 it.s own time. " (2

Baruch 4227-Bl

Baruch later asks for some .specific details concerning

this resurrecti-on:
But further I ask you, O Mlghty One; and I shall ask
grace from him who created all things. In which shape
will the livlng live in your day? Or how will remain
their splendor which will be after that? Will they, perhaps,
take again this present form, and will they put on the
chained members which are in evil and by which evils are
accomplished? Or will you perhaps change these things
which have been in the wor1d, as also the world itself? (Z
Baruch 49zL-3)

This passage is noteworthy particularly in comparison to
l- Corinthi-ans

l-5:35, where Paul considers the identical question.

As we shall sbe, Paul's answer is very different from that
given in Baruch. The answer in Baruch expresses the belief in
a literal bodily resurrection:
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said to me:
Listen, Baruch, to this word and write down in the
memory of your heart all that you shall learn. For the
earth will surely give back the dead at that time, it
receives them now in order to keep them, not changing
anything in their form. But as it has received them so it
will give them back. And as I have delivered them to it
so it will raise them. For then it will be necessary to
show those who live that the dead are living again, and
that those who went away have come back. (2 Baruch 50:1-3)
And he answered and

The resurrection body is the physical body that has died, in

the form in which it was alive. Thus resurrection means a
restoration of the former order of things, in the context of
the triumph of good over evil.
The Sibylline

Oracles are examples of a genre long known

in ancient Greek poetry. A " si-by1" was an aged prophetess
whose predictions were usually gloomy. Some of the intertest.amentaI SibyLlj-ne Oracles are Jewish and some are Chrj-stian,
and they date from the mid-second century B.C.E. to the seventh
century C.E.

The use of the

Jewish and Christian

"

sibyl t' as a mouthpiece f or

teachings was intended to make t-hese

teachings accessible to a pagan Greek audience.
Book 2 of the Sibylline Oracles is a Christian redaction

of a Jewish original, and expresses the themes we have already
seen: destruction, judqment, and the resurrection of the dead:
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But whenever this sign appears throughout the world,
chiLdren born with gray temples from birth,
afflictions of men, famines, pestilence, and wars,
change of times, lamentations, many tears;
alas, how many people's children in the countries will
feed

on their parents, with piteous lamentations.

.

Alas, for as many as are found bearing in the womb
on that dry, for as many suckle
infant children, for as many as dwel1 upon the wave;
alas, for as many as will see that day.
For a dark mist will cover the boundless world
east and west and south and north.
Then the imperishable angels of immortal God,
Michael, Gabrlel, Raphael, and Urie1,
who know what evils anyone did previously,
lead a1l the souls of men from the murky dark
to judgment, to the tribunal of the great
immortal God. For one alone is imperishable,
the universal ruler, himself, who will be judge of mortals.
Then the heavenly one will give souJs and breath and
voice to the dead and bones fastened
with all kinds of joinings
. flesh and sinews
and veins and skin about the flesh, and the former hairs.
Bodies of humans, made solid in heavenly manner,
breathing and set in motion, will be raised on a single
day.
(Sibyl line Oracles 22L54-59 ,1,90-95 ,2L4-226)
Book 4 of the Sibylline Oracles is a Jewish redaction of

a Greek orlginal and dates fr:om the first century C.E., after
the destruction of the Jerusalem Temple. We find once again
the themes of judgment, destruction, resurrection:
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For the entire race of men is slow of faith. But when
the judgment of the world and of mortals has already come,
which God himself will perform, judging impious and pious
at once,
then he will also send the impious down into the gloom in
fire,
they will realize what impiety they committed.
:": :n."
An evil storm of war will aJso come upon Jerusalem
from Italy, and it will sack t.he great Temple of God,
whenever they put their trust- in folly and cast off piety
and commit repulsive murders in front of the Temple. .

But when a fi-rebrand, turned away from a cleft in the
earth
in the land of Italy, reaches to broad heaven,
it will burn many cities and destroy men.

will fill the great sky,
and showers will fall from heaven like red earth. .
But if you do not obey me, evil-minded ones, but love
impiety, and receive all these things with evil ears,
there will be fire throughout the whole world, and a very
great sign
with sword and trumpet at the rising of the sun.
The whole world will hear a bellowing noise and mighty
sound.
Ile will burn the whole earth, and wil I destroy the whole
race of men
and a1l cities and rivers at once, and the sea.
He will destroy everything by fire, and it will be smokj-ng
Much smoking ashes

dust.

But when everything 1s already dusty ashes,
and God puts to sleep the unspeakable fire, even as he
kindled it,
God himself will again fashion the bones and ashes of men
and he will raise up mortals again as they were before.
And then there wilL be a judgment over which God himself
will preside,
judging thE world again. As many as sinned by impiety,
t.hese will a mound of earth cover,
and broad Tartarus and the repulsive recesses of Gehenna.
But as many as are pious, they will live on earth again
when God gives spirit and life and favor
to these pious ones. Then they will al1 see themselves
beholding the delightful and pleasant light of the sun.
Oh most blessed, whatever man will live to that time.
(Sibylline Oracles 4: 4A-44 tLL1-LB, 130-3 4,L7L-L92lr

-26The Apocryphon ("secret book,') of Ezekiel comes down to

us only in fragments. Although we know of it primarily from
christian sources, its origin is Jewish. rt dates from not
later than the middle of the first century c.E., and possibly
as early as the middle of the first century B.C.E. The
fourth-century Christian writer Epiphanius mentions it specifica1ly in regard to the doctrine of resurrection. rt teI1s the
story of a lame man and a blind man who enter a certain king's
garden to damage or steal from it. The blind man carries the
lame man on his shoulders, thus supplying him with legs, while
the lame man acts as the blind man's eyes. when later the
king accuses them, each defends himself by saying that because
of his disability he could not have been the one who damaged
the garden. The kingr is not fooled, and placing the lame man
atop the blind man, he orders that they be whipped. The
parable's message is that, just like these two complementary
individuals, the body and soul are one, and will be resurrected
as one:
What then does the just judge do? Real izinq in what
manner both had been joined, he places the lame man on the
blind man and examines both under the lash. And they are
unable to deny; they each convict the other. The lame man

on the one' hand saying to the blind man, "Did you not
carry me and lead me away?,, And the blind man to the
lame, "Did you yourself not become my eyes?" In the same
way the body is connected to the soul and the soul to the
body, to convict (them) of (thelr) common deeds. And the
judgment becomes final for both body and soul , for the
works they have done whether good or evil. (Apocryphon of
Ezekiel 2:6-1,1,)
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Note that the reunion of body and soul is mentioned in connection

with God's "final judgment."
Resurrection in the Talmud and Midrash

This same parable is found in a number of Jewish sources,
from the Talmud and midrash. In a version in the Midrash on
Leviticus, the l-ame man and the blind man are keepers whom the
king appoints to guard his garden, and who use their strategy
to steal some figs. Each denies his role in the theft, but
the king figures it out. The moral of the story is that body
and soul cannot be separated:
So, in the world to come, God says to the sou1, "Wherefore
have you sinned before me?" The soul replies, "I have not
sinned; the body has sinned; since I have come out of the
body, I have flown about like an innocent bird in the air;
what is my sin?" Then God says to the body, "Why have you
sinned before me?" The body replles, "I have not sinned;
it is the soul which has sinned; from the hour that the

soul went out of fter I lie prone like a stone cast upon
the ground. How can I have sinned against thee?" What
does God do? He brings the sou1, and casts it into the
body, and judges the two together.=
There are in fact numerous references to resurrection in

rabbinic literature.

Here are but a few:

-28From

the midrash on Psalms:

'O love the Lord a1l his saints" (Psalm 31:23). These
are the righteous in Israel; "The Lord preserves the faithful": these are the proselytes. Orr the words may also be
rendered, "The Lord keeps faith": this refers to the transgressors in Israel, for they answer "Amenr" against their
wi11, in faithfulness, and sdy, "Blessed is He who quickens
the dead." Oy, "The Lord preserves the faithful": these
are the Israelites who sdyr "Blessed is He who quickens
the deadr" and in faith they answer "Amenr" for with all
their strength they have faith in God that He will quicken
the dead, even though the resurrection of the dead has not
yet come, and they sdy, "Blessed is He who redeems Israelr"
though they are not yet redeemed, and they sdy, "Blesse
is He who rebuilds Jerusalemr " though it is not yet rebuilt.
From

the Talmud, Td'anit

7az

R. Abbahu said: The day of rain is more important than
the day of resurrection, for the day of resurrection is
for the righteous only and not for the wicked, while the
day of rain is for the righteous and for the wicked."
From

the Talmud, Sanhedrin

91b:

R. Meir said: Whence is the Resurrection derived from
the Torah? As it is said, "Then wi11 Moses and the
children of Israel sing this song unto the Lord" (Exodus
15:1). It is not said "sangt," but "will sing"; hence the
Resurrection is deducible from the Torah. Again, R. Joshua
b. Levi asked: Whence is the Resurrection derived from the
Torah? As it is said, "Blessed are they that dwe1l in thy
house, they will be still praising thee" (Psa1m 84:4). It
is not stated, "They will have praised thee," but "wi11 be
sti11 praising thee" Iin the Herea4ter] i hence the Resurrection is ded'ucible from the Torah.'

-29From

the Mishnah, Sanhedrin L0:1:

A11 Israel will have a share in the world to come.
The bibl ical proof is Isaiah 60 221" , "They sha1 l al l be
righteous. " The following have no share in the world to
come. He who says the Resurrection of the dead is not
indicated in the Law [Torah], he who says the Law is not
from heaven Ii.e. divine], 6nd the Epikouros Ithe disres-

pectful skeptic or hereticl.'

This last statement most 1ike1y refers to the dispute
between the Pharisees and Sadducees concerning the resurrection,
the Mishnah preserving the Pharisaic view. The belief in
resurrection was prevalent in first-century Judaism. Even
though he doubts the authenticity of the Gospel reports of the
resurrection debate, E. P. Sanders still grants the following:
I see no way of coming to a hard decision about the
authenticity of a debate on the resurrection (Mark 1"2zLB-27
and parr.), but we should accept that Jesus "believed in"
resurrection. It is often emphasized that the Pharisees
did sor but we should probably tuqfr the phrasing around:
everyone did, except the Sadducees.The dispute between the Pharisees and Sadducees was
certainly well enough known that Luke portrays Paul as using
it to confuse the Sanhedrin in a particularly dramatic moment
as its members convene to judge him (Acts 23:6-10). We have
primary evidence'from Josephus of the Pharisaic belief in the
soul's physical revival, although his statements seem to be
describing reincarnation :
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Of the two schools named first, the pharisees are held
to be the most authoritative exponents of the Law and
count as the leading sect. They ascribe everything to
Fate or to God: the decision whether or not to do right
rests mainly with men, but in every action t'ate takes some
part. Every soul is imperishable, but only the souls of
good men pass into other bodies, the souls of bad men
being subjected to eternal punishment. The Sadducees, the
second order, deny Fate altogether and hold that God is
incapable of either committing sin or seeing it; they say
that men are free to choose between good and evilr and
each individual must decide which he will follow. The
permanence of the ,gpuI, punishments in Hades, and rewards
they deny utterly. "
Judaism, the forerunner of modern Orthodox
Judaism, was itself the successor of Pharisaic Judaism, the
Sadducees having fallen into decline after the destruction of
the TempIe. Even today one can find references to resurrection
in the Orthodox Jewish prayer book:
Rabbinic

My God, the soul with which Thou hast endowed me is
pure. Thou hast created it. Thou hast formed it.
Thou
hast breathed it into me. Thou dost preserve it within
Iner and Thou wilt hereafter reclaim it and restore it to
me in the life to come. So long as there is soul within
rller I avow before Thee, Lord my God and God of my fathers,
that Thou art the Sovereign of all creation, the Ruler of
all living, the Lord of all souls. LoFd who dost restore
the soul to the dead, blessed art Thou.tr

It is worth noting that the literal translation of the
last phrase is "Lord, who returns souls to dead corpses. " The
prayer itself is recited on the occasion of awakening from the
ni-ght's sleep, but the resurrection belief has found its way
in as an analogy.

-31Another resurrection ref erence occurs in the central prayer
known as

the "Eighteen Benedictions" or 'Amid5h:

Lord who art mighty unto eternity, Thou givest life to
the dead. Thou art mighty in saving the living, in love
sustaining them. .
Thou upholdest the fal1ing, Thou healest the sick,
Thou loosenest the bound. In Thy great love Thou givest
life to the dead, keeping faith with them who sleep in the
dust. Who is like unto Thee, Lord of power, who resembles
Thee, Kingr who sends death and in the flowering of Thy
saving power gives life? Faithful art Thou to give life
a}..ruu.11d. Lord, blessed arr rhou who givest ]ife to
li.

Originally, this blessing spoke only of God's might as
manifest in the sustenance He grants to all living things
and in such beneficial phenomena of nature as the coming
of dew, wind and rain in their proper season. The reference
to the revival of the dead was probably added during the
second century before the Common Era, when resurrection
became a fundamental issue in the conflict between ttg
Sadducees (who did not believe in it) and the pharisees.
Resurrection and the New Testament

an idea of how the belief in resurrection
gradually evolved from its roots in the covenantal relationship
between God and humanity, the conviction that this bond is
unbreakable. The specific belief in resurrection was thus
well established by New Testament times, and alonq with the
apocalyptic background it influenced the thoughts and bellefs
of the New Testament writers.
Nowhere in the New Testament is the influence of apocalyptic
more clearly evident than in the Book of Revelation, although
as we shal1 see, this is not the only significant example.
This book, whose t itle is 1iteraI1y the "Apocalypse of John,"
We now have

-32was most 1ikeIy written toward the end of the first

century

C.E. It has all the characteristics of apocalyptic writing:
rich symbolism and imagery in visions describing a cataclysmic
struggle between good and evil, with the good triumphing after
a period of hard tribulation.
We find extensive elaboration
of the typical themes: judgment, destruction, resurrection,
establishment of a new order. rn additionr 6rs is also characteristic of much apocalyptic writing since Daniel, there are
veiled references to the political conditions of the times,
predictions couched in symbollc language of the destruction of
Rome, described as the new Babylon or as the mythical Beast.
Of particular interest for our present study, the book
uses a theme common in the Jewish apocalypses: the resurrection
of the righteous as a sign of the coming of the new age:
Then f saw thrones, and those seated on them were
given authority to judge. I also saw the souls of those
who had been beheaded for their testimony to Jesus and for
the word of God. They had not worshiped the beast or its
image and had not received its mark on their foreheads or
their hands. They came to life and reigned with Christ a
thousand years. (The rest of the dead did not come to
life until the thousand years were ended.) This is the
first resurrection. Blessed and holy are those who share
in the first resurrection. Over these the second death
has no power, but they will be priests of God and of
Christ, and they will reign with him a thousand years.
.t
Then f saw a great white throne and the one who sat on
it; the earth and the heaven fled from his presence, and
no place was found for them. And I saw the dead, great
and smaI1, standing before the throne, and books were
opened. Also another book was opened, the book of 1ife.
And the dead were judged according to their worksr ds
recorded in the books. And the sea glave up the dead that
were in it, Death and Hades gave up the dead that were in
them, and all were judged according to what they had done.
(Revelation

20 :

4-6,71-13

)
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rn this and what follows (21,24) we can observe noticeable
similarities to the apocalyptic passages in rsaiah (25:B and
26219) .
In fact, throughout Revelation we can find numerous
allusions to apocalyptic passages in the Hebrew Bible.
Thus Christian as well as Jewish apocalyptic writers
used the theme of resurrection, and did not always apply it to
the resurrection of Jesus. To understand the meaning of this
more specific resurrection we must turn to the Gospels, and
also to those writings which preceded them, the letters of
Pau1.

Resurrection and the letters of paul
PauLrs letters are particularly

signiflcant for our discussion since they are the only direct testimony we have of
someone who has actually claimed to have seen the risen Jesus.
we do have Luke's account of pauf's meeting the risen Jesus in
Acts 9. We cannot, however, rely too strongly on this account.
Luke's accuracy as a historian has been questioned on many
details, both in his Gospel and in Acts, and Acts 9 and
Galatians 1 blatantly contradict each other on a number of
particulars.
Thus the whole account of paul's conversion in
Acts 9 may be'cal1ed into question. In any case, Luke does
not even say that Paul " saw" the risen Jesus; he ,'heard a
voice" (Acts 9:4, 2227, 262L4). What he did see was a light
from heaven, and afterwards he became blind.
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Paul himself describe the encounter?
wish for more detail, but here is what paul does say:
How does

Am I not free? Am I not an apostle?
Jesus our Lord? (f Corinthians 9:1)

We might

Have I not seen

For I handed on to you as of first importance what I
in turn had received: that Christ died for our sins in
accordance with the scriptures, and that he was buried,
and that he was raised on the third day in accordance with
the scriptures, and that he appeared to Cephas, then to
the twelve. Then he appeared to more than five hundred
brothers and sisters at one time, most of whom are still
alive. though some have died. Then he appeared to James,
then to all the apostles. Last of all, as to one untimely
born, he appeared also to me. (f Corinthians 15:3-B)
You have heard, no doubt, of my earlier life in Judaism.
I was violently persecuting the church of God and was
trying to destroy it.
I advanced in Judaism beyond many
among my people of the same d9e, for I was far more
zealous for the traditions of my ancestors. But when God,
who had set me apart before I was born and cal led me
through his grace, was pleased to reveal his Son to mer so
that I might proclaim him among the Gentiles, I did not
confer with any human being, nor did I go up to Jerusalem
to those who were already apostles before ffier but I went
away at once into Arabia, and afterwards I returned to

Damascus. (Galatians 1:13-17)

Paul says that he has "seen" Jesus, or that Jesus ttappearedtt

to him. He says nothing, however, about encountering a physical
body. We find in Paul none of the descriptions of the resurrected
Jesus' physicar nature that we find among the Gospel reports,
such as seeing Jesus eat, or touching his wounds. rn fact,
Paul takes great pains to say that the resurrected Jesus he
encountered was 4ot a physical body.
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If Paul had intended to witness to a physically resurrected
Jesus, his own doctrine of resurrection would have emphasized
the physical body. As we have seen, this would have been
quite consistent with Jewish berief at the time. But paul
could not teach a doctrine of the resurrection that contradicted
his own experience. The resurrection he did preach was indeed
a real resurrection, but clearly of a spiritual nature:
But we do not want you to be uninformed, brothers and
sisters, about those who have diedr so that you may not
grieve as others do who have no hope.
For since \ive
believe that Jesus died and rose again, even sor through
Jesus, God will bring with him those who have died. F.or
this we declare to you by the word of the Lord, that we
who are alive, who are left until the coming of the Lord,
will by no means precede those who have died. For the
Lord himself, with a cry of command, with the archangel's
call and with the sound of God,s trumpet, wiII descend
from heaven, and the dead in christ will rise first.
Then
we who are alive, who are left, will be caught up in the
clouds together with them to meet the Lord in the air; and
so we will be with the Lord forever. Therefore encourage
one another with these words. (1 Thessalonians 4:13-18)
This passage is important for two reasons. First, it
shows that Paul expected the pafousfa, Jesus' second comingr,
to occur soon, quite possibly in his own lifetime: ".
we
who are alive, who are left until the coming of the Lord.
. " Secondl, it shows how paul's concept of the resurrection
is essentia1Iy spiritual: those who are resurrected "wil-I be
caught up in the clouds together with them to meet the Lord in
the air. " The resurrection body is thus not a physical entity
but spiritual, existing in the "air. " (pneuma, ,'spirit, " also
means "breathr " and is thus connected to the air.
)
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Pau1, a Hellenistic Jew, was influenced by both Jewish
and Greek ideas.

His teaching on the resurrection may have
been influenced not only by his own personal experience, but
also by the Greeks' negative attitude toward the body. To the
Greeks, the body was a prison shackling the spirit to a limited
world. The Greeks were puzzled by the Jewish idea of resurrectionr ds Paul found when he confronted the Corinthians, a
congregation of Hellenistic Christians a number of whom denied
the general resurrection (l- Corinthians 1521,2). Paul himself
appears to have a negative or at least ambivalent attitude
toward the physical body, seeming to view the body in largely
Greek terms. He speaks often of the dualism of "spirit" and
"fleshr " and while "flesh" means more than just the physical
body, referring to the limitations of human existence, it
includes the physical as part of that limitation.
Thus Paul
opposes body and spirit:
"So we are always confident; even
though we know that while we are at home in the body we are
away from the Lord
. we would rather be away from the body
and at home with the Lord" (2 Corinthians 5:618). He laments,
"Who will rescue me from this body of death?" (Romans 7:24).
So Paul is understandably not strongly attached to the idea of
physical resurrection, althoughr ds we shall see further, the
idea of resurrection itself plays an important role in his
theology.
Resurrection for Paul is a liberation from the
limitations of physical existence, to share in the glorious
freedom of Christ:
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Brothers and sisters, join in imitating me, and observe
those who live according to the example you
have in us.
For many live as enemies of the crosl of Christ;
I have
often told you of them, and now r terl you even
with
tears. Their end is destruction; their god is the be]ly;
and their glory is in their shame; their minds are set on
earthly things. But our citizenship is in heaven,
it
is from there that we are expecting a savior, theand
Lord
Jesus christ. He wilr transform the body of our humiliation
that it may be conformed to the body of his glory, by the
power that also enables him to make all things suuieit
to
himself . (phi i ippians 3:1,7-2L)

Note the contrasts: ',their god is the be11yr " "their
minds are set on earthly thingsr " "body of humiliationr,, versus
"our citizenship is in heavenr,' "the body of his g]ory. " rt
would indeed be difficult to imagine Paul's resurrected Jesus
showing him his wounds or eating fish in his presence to prove
his reality.
Paul's most detailed statement about the resurrection
was delivered to the church in corinth. The christians there
denied the doctrine of a general resurrection, and paul wished
to correct them while still insisting on its spiritual nature:

-38Now if Christ is proclaimed as raised from the dead,
how can some of you say there is no resurrection of the

dead? If there is no resurrection of the dead, then
Christ has not been raised; and lf Christ has not been
raised, then our proclamation has been in vain and your
faith has been in vain. We are even found to be misrepresenting God, because we testified of God that he raised
Christ--whom he did not raise if it is true that the dead
are not raised. For if the dead are not raised, then
Christ has not been raised. (f Corinthians 15:L2-1,6)
For Paul there is an absolutely necessary connection
between the resurrection of Christ and the general resurrection
of the dead, a connection that some contemporary Christians
might find difficult to understand. We are used to thinking
of the resurrection of Christ as a unique event, but Paul saw
it in the context of the gleneral apocalyptic expectation, and
outside this context it would have been unthinkable. The
resurrection of Christ is proof for Paul that the general
resurrection, and therefore the apocalyptic fulfil lment of
history, is at hand. Thus the resurrection of Christ is the
"first fruits" of the general resurrectj-on to come.
If Christ has not been raised, your faith is futile and
you are still in your sins. Then those also who have died
in Christ have perished. If for this life only we have
hoped in Christr we are of all people most to be pitied.
But in fact Christ has been raised from the dead, the
first fruits of those who have died. (1 Corinthians 15:17-20)
Paul sees the resurrection of Christ not as a unique
event but as one step in a redemptive process culminating with
the apocalypti-c fulfillmentr ds he describes in language that
is unmistakably apocalyptic:
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For since death came through a human being, the resurrection
of the dead has also come through a human being; for as
all die in Adam, so all will be made alive in christ. But
each in his own order: christ the first fruits, then at
his coming those who belong to christ.
Then comes the
end, when he hands over the kingdom to God the Father,
after he has destroyed every ruler and every authority and
power. For he must reign until he has put all his enemies
under his feet. The last enemy to be destroyed is death.
( f Corinthians 1,5 :2L-26)
Paul next turns his attention to the specific character-

istics of the resurrection body
He does so in a striking
series of contrasts, opposing the spiritual nature of the
resurrection body to the physical nature of the earthly one:
But

will ask, "How are the dead raised? with
what you sow does
not come to life unless it dies. And as for what you sow,
you do not sow the body that is to be, but a bare seed,
perhaps of wheat or of some other grain. But God gives it
a body as he has chosen, and to each kind of seed its own
body. Not all flesh is arike, but there is one flesh for
human beings, another for animals, another for birds, and
another for fish.
There are both heavenly bodies and
earthly bodies, but the glory of the heavenlyis one thing,
and that of the earthly is another. There i's one gtory or
the sun, and another glory of the moon, and another g1o.y
of the stars; indeed, star differs from star in 91ory.
so it is wlth the resurrection of the dead. what is
sown is perishable, what is raised is imperishable. It is
sown in dishonor, it is raised in glory. rt is sown in
weakness, it is raised in power. rt is sown a physical
body, it is raised a spiritual body. If there
physical body, there is also a spiritual body. Thus itis isa
written, "The first man, Adam, became a living being,'; the
last Adam hecame a life-giving spirit.
But it is not the
spiritual that is first, but the physicar, and then the
spiritual.
The first man was from the earth, a man of
dusti the second man is from heaven. As was the man of
dustr so are those who are of the dusti and as is the man
of heavenr so are those who are of heaven. Just as we
have born the image of the man of dustr w€ will also bear
the image of the man of heaven. (r Corinthians 15:35-49)
someone

what kind of body do they come?" Fool !
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glory of the heavenly, perishable/imperishable, dishonor/glory,
weakness/power, physical body/spiritual body. Paul emphasizes
the freedom and limi-tlessness of the resurrected "spiritual
body" in contrast to the bondage and limitation of the earthly
physical body. They are of two different realms. The physical
comes first,
and then the spiritual.
The first man, man of
dust, is from the earth; the second man is from heaven. The
first Adam became a "li-ving being"; the last Adam became a
"life-giving spirit. " We have born the image of the "man of
dust" in our fleshly, limi-ted human existence, but we will
bear the image of the "man of heaven" once our transformation
takes place.

Paul could hardly have taken greater pains to contrast
t.he "physical body" of our earthJ-y existence to the "spiritual
body" of the resurrection.
The emphasis is not on their
similarity in being both called "body, " but on the vast, unbridgeable difference between the physical and the spiritual. As if
this were not sufficiently clear, Paul's next statement is an
explicit denial of any physical characteristic to the resurrection body:
What I am saying, brothers and sisters, j.s t-his: f lesh
and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God, nor does the
perishable inherit the imperishable. (1 Corinthians l-5:50)

-4LOnce again, Paul's language of contrasts is striking.
Whatever he may have meant by "spj-ritual bodyr " and this has

certainly been much disputed, one thing is clear: it is not a
physical body. Most like1y Paul was thinking of some kind of
self-contained spiritual entityr ds opposed to a body of flesh
and blood. The contrast becomes even more striking when we
compare Paul's statement to the passage from 2 Baruch, written
perhaps some thirty years later.
There we read "the earth
will surely give back the dead at that time; it receives them
now in order to keep them, not changing anything in thei-r
form. But as it has received them so it will give them back."
There the emphasis is on the identity of the body pre- and
post-resurrecti on, while Paul so careful 1y emphasizes the
differences between the two states. In effect PauI distances
himself both from the Jewish view of a literal resurrection
ushering in the kingdom, and from the view of the Corinthian
Christians denying the general resurrection completely.
Paul continues by saying that the end is indeed imminent,
and that many in his audj-ence will in this very lifetime
witness the ultimate transformat-ion of their nature from mortality to spirituality:
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Listen, I will tell you a mystery! We will noL all die,
but we will a]l be changed, in a moment, in the twinkling
of an eyer at the last trumpet.. For the trumpet will
sound, and the dead will be r:aised imperishable, and we
will be changed. For this perishable body must put on
imperishability, and this mortal body must put on immortality.
When this perishable body puts on imperishability,
and this mortal body puts on jmmortality, then the saying
that is written wil] be fulfilled:
"Death has been swallowed up in victory."
"Where, O death, is your victory?
Where, O death, is your sting?"
( l Corinthians 1,5 : 51--5 5 )
prelude to a general
The resurrection of Christ 1S
resurrection that wi- 11 finally conquer even the power of death.
Thus again we

see

that for Paul the resurrection

of Christ

apocalyptic contexti to do so
would be to deprive it of a1l meaning. Paul works with the
resurrection of Chrj-st within hls understanding of Jewish apocalyptic, bringing it to a triumphant and glorious conclusion.
One scholar who has described with extraordinary clarity
cannot

be

separated from its

the unbreakable connection of Paul's theology to Jewish apoca-

J.ypticism is J. Christiaan Beker.

In Paul the Apostle

he

states:
Resurrection language is end-time language and unintelligible
apart from the apocalyptic thought world to which resurrection langudge belongs. Resurrection language properly beJ"ongs to the domain of the new age to come and is an
inherent part of the t-ransformation and the recreation of
all reality in the apocalyptic age. Thus the resurrection
of Christ, the coming reign of Godrrand the future resurrection of the dead belong together.-'
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lyptic category, Christ's resurrectj-on can be understood only
as the first sign of the general resurrection belonging to the
new age. If we split off the resurrection of Christ from Lhe
age to comer w€ necessarily distort its meaning, for then
instead of being an inaugural event of the general redemption,
it becomes a closure event marking the end of Jesus' ministry
on earth. The resurrection thus glorifies Christ, but loses
its significance for the transformation of the human order.
Paulrs teaching of the resurrection can be properly understood only in relation to his expectation that the kingdom
would arrive soon, most like1y within his own lifetime. But
Paul lived and taught shortly after Jesus' death, and so could
have hope for Jesus' imminent return. The more time passed,
the more difficult it became to sustain this hope. This was
the problem that the Gospel wrilers had to face.
Resurrection and the

GospeJs

The resurrection accounLs in the Gospels present some
special problems. They exhibit a huge amount of variation;
even in the "synoptic" Gospels these accounts are completely
different from'each other. The dj-screpancies between them are
irreconcilable: for example in Matthew the resurrection appearances occur exclusively in

Galilee, in Luke they occur excfusively
in Jerusalem, and Mark reports no resurrection appearances at

all.

These differences between Lhe Gospels have been discussed
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in great detail in many places, and there is no need to
reproduce the entire discussion here. For the present we will
focus on the specifically apocalyptic context of the Gospel
reports.
One of the most puzzling aspects of the Gospel of Mark,
the earliest- of the Gospels, is its abrupt ending. When the
three women who come to visit the body of Jesus are told that
the body is not there since Jesus has been raised, they respond
not with joy but with fear: "So they went out and fled from
the tomb, for terror and amazement had seized them; and they
sa.id nothing to anyone, f or they were af raid" (Mark 16 : B ) .
This ending has perplexed many for a long time, and so we find
a " longer" endj-ng t.o Mark describing some resurrection appearances (Mark L6t9-20) , but scholars are united in understanding
these verses to be a late addition. The original ending of
Mark does make sense, however, when seen within its apocalyptic
framework.
One can

detect an undercurre,nt of apocalypticism throughout

the Gospel of Mark, and this is most apparent in the so-called
"synoptic apocalypse," Mark l3 (and its paralle1s in Matthew
24 and Luke 2L1,. In this chapter we see many classic apocalyptic
themes: nations warring against each other, famines, earthquakes,
persecution and death, the sun and moon darkening, stars falling
from heaven, the appearance of the redeeming Son of Man. All
these motifs are well represented in the intertestamental literature we have discussed earl1er. Also present is a sense that
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the kingdom is imminent:
Truly I tell your there are some standing here who will
not taste death until they see that the kingdom of God has
come with power. (Mark 9 :
1- )

And if the Lord had not cut short those daysr no one would
be saved; but for the sake of the elect, whom he chose, he
has cut short those days. (Mark l-3:20)

Truly I teIl you, this generation will not pass away until
all these things have taken place. (Mark l-3:30)
"You will see the Son of Man seated at the right hand of
the Powerr" and "com.ing with the clouds of heaven." (Mark
1,4 z 62)

A11 these apocalyptic prophecles are connected with the

destruction of the

Temple:

Do you see these great buildings?
left here upon another; all will

Not one stone will be
be thrown down. (Mark

:-.3:2)

Mark wroLe his Gospel in or close to the year 70, the
year that the

Romans

under Titus captured Jerusalem and destroyed

the Temple, putting an end to four years of Jewish revolt.
This was an event of i-ncalculable significance for the Jewish
religion, with, its worship centered in the Temple, and for
Jewish nationalistic aspirations, an important part of that
religion. Mark and the Christian community for which he wrole
saw the Temple's destruction, which they had freshly witnessed,
as a sign of the imminent arrival of the end-time. They took
this as reason to identify themselves with Jesus' generation
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expecting the ultimate transformation to occur shortly.
There is one other important apocalytpic motif present
here: the event of resurrection, only this time it is the
resurrection of the messiah himself, the Son of Man who will
come to redeem the world. This resurrection has just occurred
as Mark's Gospel closes. Mark places his readers with the
women at the tomb, waiting for Jesus' final appearance, the
true resurrection appearance continuing the story Mark has
come to tell.
There can be no other resurrection appearances
in Mark, for they would kill t-he dramatic sense of apocalyptic
expectation by presenting Jesus' return as an event that has
already passed. Nothing musL interfere with the sense that
the kingdom's arrival is actually at hand, and Mark's original
ending beautifully portrays the tension of that expectation.
Eor Mark the resurrection is the parousfa, the triumphant
return of Jesus to redeem the wor1d.15 Mark ends his Gospel
in precisely the right p1ace, anticipating the conclusion of
the story wlthin his own lifetime.
The Gospel of Matthew was written perhaps fifteen to
twenty years later than Mark.
By thaL time the Temple's
destruct.ion could no longer be seen as a sign of Jesus' imminent
return. Matthew thus had to adapt Mark's narrative to meet
the needs of hi-s own community. He does use Mark's apocalyptic
imagery but modifi-es it so that it no longer describes a
cosmic t-ransformation about to occur, but pushes that transformation ahead towards an indefinite future. While for Mark
IN
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the present is the setting for the apocalyptic conclusion of
history, for Matthew the present is an interim period, a time
of anticipation between Jesus' first appearance and his second,
decisive one. The term parousla, which literally means "presence"
or "advent" and is now used to refer to the second coming of
Jesus, is used exclusively by Matthew to refer to the comi-ng
of the Son of Man in his glory at the close of the age
(Matthew 2423,27,37 t39)

.

Let us now look at exactly how Matthew modifies the
material in Mark. Essentially, Matthew implies that the events
signaling the end will follow a longer time course than Mark
appears to suggest. In Mark, the events in the apocalyptic
section have a sense of being present or about to happen,
while in Matthew, they have more a sense of being in the
future:
l-. Matthew places Mark 13:9-13, which refers to the
conflict between synagogue and church that was in his day
already a reality, earlier in hls Gospel (Matthew l0:17-221.
There it becomes a warning of Jesus to his disciples about the
dangers they may expect to face if they are faithful to him,
rather than a.specific sign of the apocalyptic fulfillment.
In the apocalyptic section Matthew replaces these verses with
a more general prediction of future strife signalling the end
(Matthew 2429-13). Matthew is also more explicit than Mark
that the gospel must first be proclaimed to the Gentiles worldwide, "and then the end will come" (Matthew 24:L4) .
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2. Where Mark says that t.he Lord
days" (Mark L3:.2A)

,

cut short those
Matthew says "those days wi 11 be cut short"
"has

(Matthew 24222).

3. While Mark mentions the coming of the end as possible
at any moment within the day, Matt.hew stretches the metaphor
and mentions the event as posslble at any day withj,n an indefinite
span of time:
Beware, keep alert; for you do not' know when the time will

come. .
Therefore, keep awake--for you do not know
the master of the house will come, in the eveningr or
at midnightt ot at cockcrowr or at dawn. (Mark 13:33,35)

when

Keep awake therefore, for you do not know on what- day your
Lord is coming. .
Keep awake therefore, for you know
neither the day nor the hour. (Matthew 24242,252L31

Mark uses the word kair5s for "timer" Lhe critical

transforming

moment (rather than chr5nos, which ref ers to the cont.inuous

span of time).

Mark speaks of moments; Matthew speaks of

days. Both are metaphorical, but the implicatj-ons are different.
4. After the apocalytpic section and befor:e describing
the 1ast. events of Jesus' life, Matthew inserts a series of
parables all concerned with preparing for the kingdom in spite
of its delay. . The faithful slave is the one "whom his master
will find at work when he arrives," while the wicked sJave
says "My master is delayed" and takes advantage of the situation
(Matthew 24246,48). The ten vlrgins become drowsy and sleep
"as the bridegroom was delayed" (Matthew 25:5). In the parable
of the talents the master goes away on a journey and returns
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"after a long time, to see if his servants are ready (Matthew
25:L9). Similarly, dt the last judgment, "When the Son of Man
comes in his gloryr" he will examine the nations to see how
they have comported themselves in his absence (Matthew 25:31-).
The message of these parables is: Be neither discouraged nor
complacent because the savior's coming is delayed; though the
time may be in doubt, the return is certain. In this way
Matthew handles a theological problem which for Mark did not
exi-st.

s modif ications of Mar:k' s materi-a1 to address
the theological needs of his own community do not end with the
close of the apocalyptic section, but continue Lhrough his
description of Jesus' crucifixion and resurrect.ion. Describing
Jesus' death, Mark once more al ludes to the destruction of the
Matthew'

Temple:

And the curtain of the temple was torn in two, from top to
bottom. (Mark 15:38)

Matthew takes this passage and actually adds further

apocalyptic imagery:

At that moment the curtain of the temple was torn in two,
from top tb bottom. The earth shook, and the rocks were
split. The tombs also were opened, and many bod.ies of the
saj-nts who had fal1en asleep were raised. After his resurrectj-on they came out of the tombs and entered the holy
city and appeared to many. (Matthew 27:51--53
)

Here Matthew, through his use of apocalyptic imagery,

supernaturalizes the events of Jesus' death. Events in

Mark
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that seem grounded in time become in Matthew symbolic and
ultimately prophetic.
Jesus' resurrection is here already
associated with the general resurrection of the righteous,
which we have seen to be a traditional apocalyptic sign of the
close of the age. It is accompanied by ot.her signs, such as
earthquakes and the splitting of rocks. Thus we have an
ambiguity concerning time: events understood to be happening
in the present are permeated with signs of the eschatologi-cal
future. we are no longer strictly within earthly time.16 The
resurrection of Jesus fulfiLls earthly time and inaugurates an
interim time that has sorne of the quality of human time but
that simultaneously prophesies the end.
There is a profound paradox in Matthew,s descripti-on of
the resurrection. on the one hand, Matt.hew is concerned with
preserving the histori-city of the resurrection, and so he
j-nserts the apologet.ic legend of the guards at the tomb (Matthew
27:62-66). On the other handr Ers we shall see, the scene
Matthew describes cannot adequately be understood within historical time.
The story of the guards at the tomb occurs only in
Matthew, and most modern schofars see it as apologetic in
intent rather than historical.
Taken 1itera1ly it is rather
curious, since it impli-es that Jesus' enemj-es knew something
that was hidden even from his friends: that the t.omb would be
found empty. Matthew seems to be saying that the scribes and
Pharisees knew there would be a resurrection (or at least an
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attempt to stage one) , while to the

women

and to the disciples

it came as a total surprise. Thus Matthew awkwardly attempts
to counter a criticism leveled against Christians in his day:
that if the tomb was indeed empty, it was because the disciples
had stolen the body.
In continuing to see how Matthew adds a supernatural
dimension to Mark's accountr w€ may note that the "young man,
dressed in a white robe" (Mark 16:5) who greets the women at
the tomb becomes in Matthew "an angel of the Lord, descending
from heaven" whose "appearance was like lightning, and his
clothing white as snow" (Matthew 28:2,3). Furthermore, in
Mark the women arrive to find that the stone has already been
rolled back from the mouth of the tomb.
In Matthew, the
angeI, accompanied by the apocalyptic sign of an earthquake,
comes and ro1ls the stone back, revealing the empty tomb to
the women. In Mark it appears that the resurrected Jesus left
the tomb after the stone was moved to allow him passdger while
in Matthew he did not need this physical passageway in order
to exit the tomb. Thus in Mark Jesus is resurrected as a
physical body (which is more consistent with the traditional
Jewish idea) while in Matthew Jesus is resurrected as a spirit
that can pass through physical barriers (which seems more
consistent with Paul's idea). Matthew spiritualizes Mark's
account, adding to the impression that we are not quite dealing
here with time in the usual human sense.
The resurrection appearances that Matthew supplies also
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qive the sense of an interim time between history and eschatology.
Here Jesus is with his disciples, but their work is not yet
complete; they are to go "and make disciples of aIl nations"
(Matthew 2821"9) . Except for an oblique reference in 2B:9 that
the disciples "took hold of his feet" there is no hint in
these appearances that the resurrected Jesus possesses physical
characteristics. A1so, Jesus never ascends. The Gospel concludes
with Jesus saying'I am with you always, to the end of the

age" (Matthew 28220) . This ending concisely summarizes the
paradox: Jesus' presence wilI never be interrupted, but the
age has not yet come to a close. We are in an interim time:
not quite historical, not quite eschatological. It is a time
of preparation for the kingdomr ds the wise virgins prepared
for it; it is the time of the work of the church.
In conclusionr we might say that in Mark the event of
resurrection preserves its original meaning as a sign of the
apocalyptic fulfillment. The resurrection itself is transferred
from resurrection of the righteous remnant, as it was understood
in Jewish apocalypticism, to resurrection of the Son of Man
who represents all the nations of the world. In Matthew, the
event of resurrection is detached from the ultimate end, and
becomes instead a sign closing Jesus' earthly ministry and
inaugurating an interim period marked by the formation of the
church, which will bring about the true close through evangelizing
all the worldrs nations.
Like Matthew, Luke had to confront the delay of the
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parousfa and incorporate it into his theology. He does this
by shifting the emphasis away from the apocalyptic conclusion
of history toward the here-and-now, and like Matthew by projecting

the apocalyptic fulfillment toward an indefinite future. one
obvious distinguishing feature of Luke's Gospel is that it is
the first volume of a two-volume work. The second volume, the
book of Acts, is the flrst history of the early church. Thus
simply by the fact of writing it, Luke downplays the apocalyptic
theme of the imminent conclusion of history. Luke definitely
did expect a second coming (Acts 1:11), but he did not expect
it soon:
So when they had come together, they asked him, "Lord,
is this the time when you will restore the kingdom
to
Israel?" He replied, ',It is not for you to know the times
or periods that the Father has set by his own authority. "

(Acts 1,:6-7)

thus have a complete break from Mark, for whom the resurrection
is the expected inaugruration of the new age.

We

rn Luke, Jesus' preaching about the kingdom does not
have the apocalyptic edge that it has in Mark. rn Mark we see
Jesus beginning his ministry by continuing to preach the message
of John the Baptist about the arrivaL of the kingdom:
Now after John was arrested, Jesus came to Ga1i1ee,
proclaiming the good news of God, and saying, ,'The time is
fulfilled,
and the kingdom of God has come near; repent,
and believe in the good news.,' (Mark 1:14-l_5)
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Luke's description of the beginning of Jesus' ministry
replaces this apocalyptic statement with something much less
direct:
Then Jesus, fil1ed with the power of the spirit, returned
to Galilee. and a report about him spread through all the
surrounding country. He began to teach in their synagogues
and was praised by everyone. (Luke 421,4-1,5)

Luke appears to discourage waiting for the kingdom of
God to arrive as the event that will transform the world and
bring history to a close. He presents a view of the kingdom
neither cosmic nor political but spiritual: it is not some
external thing that can be observed, but is in fact already

realized in the community of believers:
Once Jesus was asked by the Pharisees when the kingdom
God was coming, and he answered, "The kingdom of God is

of
not coming with things that can be observedi nor will they
sdy, 'Look, here it is ! ' or ' There it is ! ' F'or, in f act,
the kingdom of God is among you. (Luke 1,7220-2L)
Luke has his own verSions of the parables in lvlatthew
that deal with living through the kingdom's de1ay. He is even
more explicit than Matthew in warning against expecting any
imminent transformation. He begins his Parable of the Pounds
(parallel to Matthew's Parable of the Talents) with a caution

not to rely on such expectations:
As they were listening to this, he went on to teIl a
parable, because he was near Jerusalem, and because they
supposed that the kingdom of God was to appear immediately.
(Luke l-9:l-1)
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faithful slave and the virgins and thej-r lamps, the other
parables that deal with living through the kingdom's de1ay.
In Luke it is not virgins but watchful slaves who have their
lamps 1it, "waiting for their master to return from the wedding
banquet" (Luke 1,2:36) . The parable of the faithful and wicked
slaves is very similar to Matthew's version; here too the
wicked one tries to take advantage of the fact that "My master
is delayed in coming" (Luke 12245). While the kingdom,s arrival
may not be as soon as expected, one nevertheless dare not be
unprepared for it.
Luke does preserve many of the apocalyptic references in
Mark, but with changes that detract significantly from the
sense that the kingdom will arrive at any foreseeable moment.
Where Mark has Jesus warn his disciples,
Beware that no one leads you astray. Many will come in my
name and sdy,'I
am he!" and they will lead many astray.
(Mark 13:6)

Luke makes a telling

addition:

Beware that you are not led astray; for many will come in
my name and sdy, "I am he!" and, "The time is near!" Do
not go aftdr them. (Luke 21.:B)

In the very next verse Luke changes Mark's version "but
the end is still to come" (Mark 13 :7: all' oupo to t61os, "but
not yet the end" ) to "but the end wi1I not fo11ow immediateIy"
(Luke 2Lz9: all' ouk euth6os to t51os, "but not immediately
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the end"). Luke transforms Mark's statement of temporal seguence
into a statement about duration. Luke preserves the apocalyptic
symbols of the wars between the nations, the earthquakes and

famines (Mark 13:B), but while Mark cal1s these "the beginning
of the birthpangs" and then describes the conflict between the

Christians and the synagogue, Luke displaces these apocalyptic
signs to an indef inite f uture by implyi-ng that the conf l ict
wlth the synagogue must play itself out first: "But before all
this occurs, they will arrest you and persecute you
."
(Luke 21,:L2) . After describing these persecutions Mark's version
continues: "But the one who endures to the end will be saved"
(Mark 13:13). Luke, for whom these persecutions are not a
sign of the end, has "By your endurance you will gain your
souls

" (Luke
We

2L 21,9)

.

have already seen how Matthew modified the statement

in Mark that the Lord "has cut short those days" (Mark 13:20).
Luke does not even modify it; he eliminates it and has instead
a statement that these things must happen "until the times of
the Gentiles are fu1fi1led" (Luke 21"224), indicating another
postponement because of the period of time that the Gentiles
will dominate Jerusalem. Then, where Mark says "But in those
days, after that sufferingr, the sun will be darkened, and the
moon will not give its 1ight, and the stars will be falling
from heaven" (Mark L3:24-25) , Luke has "There will be signs in
the sun, the moon, and the stars
. " (Luke 21225) , again
shifting the emphasis toward the future. This is to be contrasted
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with the earlier statement in Luke's version, "When you see
Jerusalem surrounded by armies, then know that its desolation
has come near": what is near for Luke is not the parousla but
the destruction of Jerusalem, and Luke, unllke Mark, does not
link the two.
Luke includes a number of resurrection appearances, portrayed with his own special artistry, totally different from
Matthewrs but also indicating a significant period of time
before the end. In Lukets account there is a definite moment
in which Jesus ascends, leaving his disciples to continue his
work and begin the history of the church. The focus never
shifts away entirely from the present world.
In these resurrection narratives there is much emphasis
on the passion. The passion predictions are in fact recalled
three times (Luke 24:6-7 ,25-26,44-46l' , reassuring those who
might be tempted to lose faith after Jesus'death. One of the
travelers to Emmaus even says, "But we had hoped that he was
the one to redeem Israel" (Luke 24z2Ll, alluding to the traditional Jewish messianic expectation, and no mention is made of
the fulfillment of this hope. Thus the messiah has indeed
come even though Israel may sti1l be awaiting its redemption.
The resurrection is not a sign of the end; it is the bridge
between Jesus' earthly ministry and the work of the church.
One might at first recei-ve the impression that the resurrected Jesus is not a physical body: he suddenly disappears as
soon as the Emmaus travelers recognize him (Luke 24:3L) .
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invites his startred disciples to touch his body and see that
he is real, and says that indeed he does have flesh and bones.
To demonstrate, he eats a piece of broiled fish in front of
them (Luke 24:36-43) . Such a picture of Jesus resurrected
would be inconceivable in either paul or Mark. rt may be
significant that Luke's audience consisted primarily of nonJewish Greek Christians.lT PerrinlB maintains that this episode
is an apologetic legend, intended to counter the tendency
among non-Jewish Hellenistic Christians to believe that the
resurrected Jesus was just one more spirit like the others in
their pantheon, in contrast to Matthew,s apologetic purpose to
defend the gospel from attacks by Jewish skeptics.
Thus in Luke we have a resurrection virtually

stripped

of apocalyptic significance. The resurrected Jesus is himself
very much a part of the world. He does not represent the
fulfillment of rsrael's apocalyptic hope. He is real, he is
physical, he reassures his disciples, and he gives them their
final instructions before leaving them entirely. These instructions become more explicit in the first chapter of Acts.
After Jesus' ascension, the two white-robed men telI his followers, "Men of Galilee, why do you stand looking up toward
heaven?" (Acts 1:11_). It is time now to focus on the present
wor1d, until the undisclosed moment when Jesus wilr return.
Eschatology has its place, but the emphasis is now on history.
rn the Gospel of John we find a much different approach
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from that of the synoptics. In John, in an important sense
the eschatological fulfillment has already been realized. "fn
many ways John is the best example in the NT of realized
L9
eschatology."-Jesus' coming to earth is already a cosmic
event. Immediately in the prologue Jesus is referred to as
the "light": "The light shines in the darkness, and the darkness
did not overcome it" (John 1:5), John the Baptist came "to
testify to the 1ight. The true 1ight, which enlightens everyone,
was coming into the world" (John 1:B-9). "Light" and "darkness"
are traditional apocalyptic categories. The so-ca11ed "War
ScrolL" of the Dead Sea Scrolls describes in detail the coming
war between the "sor'ls of Iight" and the "sons of darkness. "20
Jesus' coming brings the victory of the light to those who
receive him: "To a1l who received him, who believed in his
name, he gave power to become children of God" (John 1:13).
Another way in which the Gospel of John describes a
realized eschatology is that in this Gospel Jesus does not
suffer. There is no portrayal pf Jesus' agony in Gethsemane
as there is in the synoptics. Jesus does not cry out on the
cross that God has abandoned him. Indeed, Jesus refers to his
crucif ixion by., saying that he must be "lif ted up" (John 3:14,
B:28, 12:32), a play on words suggestingr that the crucifixion
is also in a sense an exaltation. The hour of Jesus'death is
treated as the hour of apocalyptic fulfi1lment.
There is
first a sense of anticipation: we are twice told that his hour
has "not yet come" (John 224, B:20).

Then, fina11y, it does
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arrive: "The hour has come for the son of
(John L2223)

Man

to be glorifled"

.

The sense of realized eschatology we receive in this
Gospel is not unambiguous. There is a tension between realized
and final eschatology, reflecting the original apocalyptic tradition from which John draws his imagery. We have a sense,

first,

that the hour has indeed arrived:

Very truly, I te11 your anyone who hears my word and
believes him who sent me has eternal life, and does not
come under judgment, but has passed from death to life.
Very tru1y, I tell you, the hour is coming, and is now
here, when the dead will hear the voice of the Son of God,
and those who hear will 1ive. (John 5:24-25)
This is

immediately followed bya

final resurrection

projection of the

into the future:

Do not be astonished at this; for the hour is coming when
all who are in their graves will hear his voice and will
come out--those who have done good, to the resurrection of
life, and those who have done evil, to the resurrection of
condemnation. (John 5:28-29)

John further uses the image of resurrection in its apoca-

lyptic

sense:

This is indeed the will of my Father, that all who see the
Son and believe in him may have eternal life; and I will
raise them up on the last day. (John 6:40)
No one can come to me unless drawn by the Father who sent
me; and I will raise that person up on the last day. (John
6244)
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Those who eat

life,

6:54)

my

and I will

flesh and drink my blood have eternal
raise them up on the last day. (John

This apocalyptic "last day" is herer
ciated with the final judgment:

€rs

elsewhere, asso-

The one who rejects me and does not receive my word has a
judge; on the last day the word that I have spoken will
serve as j udge . (John 1,2: 481

But this judgment, reserved for the "1ast day," is also
occurring now:
I can do nothing on my own. As I hear, I judge; and my
judgment is just, because I seek to do not my own will but
the will of him who sent me. (John 5:30)
Despite (or perhaps more accurately, because of) this
Gospel!s emphasis on realized eschatology, the community to
whom it was important still
had to deal with the delay of the
complete eschatological fulfillment.
We find this problem
addressed in chapter 21, which is a later addition to the
Gospel. Apparently the members of the Johannine community,
for whom the Beloved Disciple was a central figure, expected
Jesusr return within this disciple's lifetime. Thus the death
of the Beloved' Disciple must have come as a terrible shock.
And so we find the author of the final chapter attempting to
harmonize this death with Jesus! promise:

_
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Peter turned and saw the disciple whom Jesus loved
following them; he was the one who had reclined next to
Jesus at the supper and had said, "Lord, who is it that is
going to betray you?,' When peter
saw him, he said
Jesus, "Lord, what about him?" Jesus said to him, ,'If to
it
is my will that he remain until r come, what is that to
you? Follow me!" so the rumor spread in the community
that this disciple would not die. yet Jesus did not say
to him that he would not die, but, "rf it is my will that
he remain until r come, what is that to you?" (.rorrn 2l:22-23)
Thus the death of the Beloved Disciple (and the delay of the
end) need not be considered a threat to faith if Jesus phrased
his promise conditionally: "If 1t is my will that he remain

until I

come. "

The resurrected Jesus in John is once again the foremost

example of the apocalyptic resurrection in Jewish belief.
Although in John the apocalyptic signs have all but vanished,

they are not totally absent
Even this Gospel, as we have
seen, contains references to the qeneral resurrection. The
resurrection of Jesus is attended by ange 1s (John 20:1,21 ,
suggesting to Mary that she no longer has cause to weep.
Jesus is indeed resurrected in a physical body. He demonstrates
his physicality to the doubting Thomas (John 20:24-29) , and
joins his disciples for a breakfast of fish (John 21,29-L3) .
rn John the nn"."ical resurrection of Jesus is the final proof
that the hour of salvation has indeed arrived.
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Conclusion: The Meaning of the Resurrection

the foregoing summary one thing is clear: the resurrection of Christ was not a singular event in time that occurred
independent of any historical or theological context. The
idea of resurrection developed gradually over a long period of
time, emerging from the transformation of Hebrew prophecy to
apocalyptic eschatology, and was firmly established in the
minds of many Jews well before the events of that first Easter
Sunday. The idea of resurrectlon is stil1 powerful today,
evoking deep responses not only in religious Christians but in
many who appreciate the rich heritage of Christian culture.
How can we adequately understand the meaning for us today of
what is essentially a category of first-century theological
From

thought ?

This question is crucial particularly since, as rnentioned
in the introduction, the legacy of the resurrection has had
its dark side, becoming a focal point of separation and often
violent conflict between Christians and Jews. It would seem
that the claims of the two religions are utterly incompatible.

It would therefore be worthwhi Ie to explore whether we can
understand the meaning of the resurrection in such a way as to
build a bridge between these two traditions.
Perhaps if we
penetrate deeply enough to the core of this powerful symbol,
we may find a meaning equally rooted in Jewish and Christian
tradition that transcends them both, revealing to Christians
and Jews alike new possibilities of a healing faith.
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are prepared today as never before to undertake such
an exploration. Because of advances in biblical scholarship
We

as well as key archeological findings,
ever before about the historical,

we know more today than

sociological,

and religious

context of Jesus' time. We know more about the Judaism of
Jesus' day, which gives us a better idea of his place within
it. We also have a gireater awareness of the process by which
religious writings are formed, how they are carefully put
together and edited from oral and written sources. To be
sure, all of our questions are not yet answered. After decades
of investigation the "historical Jesus" is sti11 an elusive
figure, but the possibilities for research have not yet been
exhausted. And so we cannot afford to neglect biblical scholarship as a valuable tool in our search for answers to theological
questions that take shape through the symbols and narrati.ves
of the Bib1e.
Unfortunately, theology and biblical scholarship have
tended to become two separate camps. Bible scholars, whose
desire to preserve their objectivity is understandable, hesitate
to do theology. And ministers who interpret the holy word to
their congregations may spend so much time caring for their
congregiants that they have 1ittle time left to bring themselves
up to date on the latest in BibIe scholarship. This often
results in preaching from the pulpit that relies on biblical
interpretations that are centuries out of date. Theology and
its practical application in the preaching of the word cannot

afford to ignore the results of biblical scholarship, and it
is time for a greater working relationship between these
discipl ines.
-65

What actuall_y happened?
How

does biblical scholarship help us address the meaning

of the resurrection? we may very we1l have to begin by asking
the most basic question, what actually happened on that first
Easter? Even though this is a historicar question, it cannot
be dismissed as irrelevant to the concerns of faith. A faith
that makes historical claims needs the courage to ask historical
guestions.
The question

is clearly not a simple one. To answer it,
let us look once again at the evidence we have gathered from
the Bible and related literature.
As we have noted, paul is
the only one who claims to have witnessed the resurrected
Christ whose direct testimony we actually possess. Luke's
account of Paul's conversion in Acts is not eyewitness testimony,
and so it is difficult to rely mainly on that. As for paul's
letters, they do not telI us enough to know with certainty
what his experience actually was. we can, however, sti11 draw
a number of conelusions.
Paul does not claim to have witnessed a physically resurrected body. A11 the descriptions Paul gives of the resurrection
suggest that for him, the resurrected form is some type of
spiritual entity. He knows of no tradition of an empty tomb,
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terms. His accounts of his own experience, taken together
with his general comments on the resurrection, are not inconsistent with other accounts of visions and revelations reported
by mystics throughout the ages. St. Bernadette's vision of
the Virgin Mary at Lourdes, or the similar vision of the three
young children in Fatima, Portu9al, could be described in
terms not unlike those Paul uses.
Paulrs experience of the resurrected Christ appears to
be what we usually describe as a religious vision. It occurred
well after Jesus'career was over, including the time of the
first resurrection appearances and Jesus' ascension. Even
Luke describes Paulrs conversion experience as if it were a
vision rather than an encounter with the physically resurrected
Jesus. We do not usually think of Paul's experience in the
same terms as the disciples' experiences with the resurrected
Christ. Yet Paul himself equates his own experience with that
of the other apostles:
For I handed on to you as of first importance what I
in turn had received: that Christ died for our sins in
accordance with the scriptures, and that he was buried,
and that he was raised on the third day in accordance with
the scriptutes, and that he appeared to Cephas, then to
the tweLve. Then he appeared to more than five hundred
brothers and sisters at one time, most of whom are stil1
alive, though some have died. Then he appeared to James,
then to all the apostles. Last of all, as to one untimely
born, he appeared also to me. (f Corinthians 15:3-B)
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This passage, which we encountered earlier, is believed
to quote an early creed concerning the resurrection, which
Paul is transmitt.ing and reporting as the background of his
own encounter wiLh the risen Christ. What Paul saw and what
the disciples saw are of the same nature. Some skeptics have
called this a "hallucination." This is a modern psychiatric
term that is inappropriate t-o describe such an experience. It
has been objected that hallucinations cannot be shared, and
that if Jesus did indeed appear to five hundred "at one time"
they could not have been hallucinating. This is not rea11y
relevant, however: we are not dealing here with a clinical
phenomenon but with a religous experience, and it is quite
conceivable that religious experiences may be shared by people
with si-milar assumptions and beliefs and who are susceptible
to each other's influence. The prophetic ecstasy of Eldad,
Medad, and the rest of the seventy elders (Numbers LL:25-26)
may have been such a shared religious experiencer ds were the
shared visions of the Virgin Mary at Fatima and at Medjugorje.
We do not usually describe religious visions in terms of
resurrecti-on experiences. If Paul's experience, and by his
own equation al. experiences of the apost-1es, were vis j-ons
sj-milar to those of saints and mystics throughout the ages,
why describe them in terms of "resurrection"? And how then do
we understand the Gospel accounts, which unequivocally do use
the language of resurrection?
The answer is provided by the theological context in
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which Paul lived and wrote. Resurrection was a key idea in
the theology that most influenced hi m, Jewish apocalypticism.
For Paul the resurrection of Christ is significant not because
it is the ultimate nature miracle, but because it heralds the
dawning of the new dge, the awaited kingdom of God. We will

all be resurrected with Christ, but he is the "first fruits"
of t.he general resurrection and redemption and is therefore
the sign of our hope.
But in fact Christ has been rai-sed from the dead, the
first fruits of those who have died. For since death came
through a human bei-ng, the resurrection of the dead has
also come through a human being; for as all die in Adam,
so all will be made alive in Christ. But. each in his own
order: Christ the first fruits, then at his coming those
who belong to Christ. Then comes the end, when he hands
over the kingdom to God the Father, after he has destroyed
every ruler and every authority and power. (l- Corinthians
L5 220-24r'

We know that the whole creatj-on has been groaning in labor
pains until now; and not only the creation, but we ourselves,
who have the first fruits of the Spirit, groan inwardly
while we wait for adoption, the redemption of our bodies.

(Romans Bz22-231

in isolation, these passages are almost unfathomable.
Understood within the context of Jewish apocalypticism, they
become much clearer.
All the basic apocalyptic themes are
present: the coming day of the Lord, God's judgment and destruction of the powers of evil, the redemption of the righteous
and their resurrection.
The resurrection of Chri-st is the
"first fr:uits" of this redemption, indicating the magnitude of
the transformation to come. This is why Paul insists that the
Taken
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resurrection of Christ means nothing apart from the g,eneral
resurrection (r Corinthians 15:1 3-1,4) : without the general
resurrection to fo110w, there is no new age and no redemption,
and therefore christ's resurrection is meaningless.
Paur had a profound religious experience and used resurrection language to describe it, since that languaqe best
expressed his beliefs and best enabled him to describe what
had happened to him. And so it is also with the Gospels.
Each Gospel in its own unigue way uses resurrection language
to represent an experience that otherwise would have been
impossible to describe. The lang,uage is common but the experi_
ences of each community are unique, and so the Gospel accounts
differ dramatically, each one expressing the needs and experiences of its own community.
precisely what the first disciples experienced after Jesus' death. Even the earliest account
of it,
Paul's statement of the resurrection tradition, is one step
removed: ',For I handed down to you
. what I in turn had
received. " rf the Gospel accounts of the disciples, reactions
have any historical basis at all, then the disciples experienced
something profound that changed them significantly
, bringing
them hope and a deep sense of conviction. More than
this r/re
cannot say with any degree of certainty.
rf we take the
resurrection accounts literally, we run into a number of irrecon_
cilable contradictions between them. we can also see how each
community interpreted the experience to address its particular
we cannot say
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needs: how, for example, Matthew is concerned to answer Jewish

skeptics, while Luke responded to the concerns of his non-Jewish
audience. It seems far more than 1ikeIy that what we have
before us in these widely varying accounts of the resurrection
is, as in the case of Pau1, the use of resurrection language
to represent an experience that could not have been adequately
described any other way.
The life and ministry of Jesus made such a deep impact
on his followers that they were convinced something in it
survived even his death. We cannot exactly pinpoint their
experience. It may have been a vision simil.ar to Paul ' s,
experienced by each in his or her unique way. It may perhaps
have been a visitation of the spirit: many people report having
experienced the presence of a newly departed loved one, and
there is no truly objective way to judge such experiences. To
try to describe the experience too precisely is perhaps inevitably
to distort it, so we ought not carry our speculations too far.
Most certainly, however, what the first disciples experienced
was inspired by Jesus' own spirituality and message of 1ove,
and we will need to pay close attention to thj-s.
Today, *t might use the language of psychology, or of
mystical experiencer or of theology to describe whatever it
was that happened. These languages are available to us; they
were not available to the first disciples and to the evangelists.
They had the language of apocalyptic and resurrection, which
reflected their understanding of the world. As we have seen,
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this language was well developed by the time Jesus became
active. It was thus only natural for Jesus' followers to use
this language to represent such a profound and critical experience
of spiritual renewal. They described their deepest beliefs in
this language and projected this description onto their
exper.rEnce of Jesus' life, work, message, and death, to help
themselves understand, assimilate, and learn from these events.
This is rea11y not a radical hypothesis. Raymond Brown,
himself a Catholic priest, has described a similar process in
the development of the "higher christology" of John's Gospel.
According to Brown's reconstruction of the history of the
Johannine community, its original members were "Jews of relatively standard expectationsr" who accepted Jesus as the Davidic
messiah. However, a second group, consisting of Jews of an
"anti-Temple bias" and Samaritan converts, joined the community,
and this group became a "catalyst" toward the development of

a

higher christology. Brown gives the following definition of
"Low christolo9y, " the beliefs of the original members of the
community about Jesus3

In scholarly jargon "low" christology involves the
application to Jesus of titles derived from OT or intertestamental expeitations (e.g., Messiah, prophet, servant, Lord,
Son of God) --titles that do not in themselves imply divinity.
("Son of Godr" meaning divine representative, was a designation of the kingi.qee
II Sam 7:14; "lordtr need mean no
more than "master . t') t'
offers the fo1 lowing definition of "high christolog'yr " the understanding of Jesus that evolved through the
Brown then
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influence of the second group:
"Higth" christology involves an appreciation of Jesus that
him into the sphere of divinityr 6rs expressed, for
instance, in a more exalted usg.of Lord and Son of Godr ds

moves

well as the designation

tr6o6.ttzz

Brown describes the Samaritan theology that influenced

this second group, and concludes:
. the term catalyst applied to the newcomers into
the Johannine communfE]--Tmplies that they brought with
them categories for interpreting Jesus that launched the
Johannine community toward a theology of descent from above
and pre-existence.
In any case, it is a uniquely high christology that
appears in the pages of the Fourth Gospel, reflecting the
type of belief in Jesus that came to be accepted in Johannine
Christianity.
The Word that existed in God's presence
before creation has become flesh in Jesus (1:1rL4); coming
into the world like a liqht (l-:9-10; B:1-2i 9:51 , he can
reveal God because he is the only one who has come down
from heaven and has seen God's face and heard His voice
(3:13; 5:37)i he is one with the Father (10:30), so that
to see him is to see the Father (1,4:9); indeed, he can
speak as the divine I AM. Johannine christology is very
familiar to traditional Christians because it became the
dominant christology of the church, and so it is startling
to realize that such a pg5trayal of Jesus is quite foreign
to the Synoptic Gospe1s."
These statements are quite remarkable in a book that the

Catholic church itself has designated as "free of doctrinal
error. " They imply that Jesus made no claims for his own
divinity, and that the "high christology" with which we are
familiar today was unknown to him and his immediate disciples.
Rather, it gradually evolved as more and more Gentiles, whose
background and theology were very different from Jesus' original
These
followers, were incorporated into the new community
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Gentiles and Jews with similar beliefs ,'brought with them
categories for interpreting Jesus": these cateqrories did not
exist originally with Jesus but were projected onto him by the
new believers, who drew upon what they felt they knew. For
example, Brown describes how one very important idea in Samaritan
theology was the expectation of a teacher who had spoken to
God and who would return to reveal a1l things. Moses was a
very central figure in samaritan theol ogy, and this teacher
was most often considered a "Moses-returned figure ."24 Brown
then describes how Johannine preaching would naturally have
drawn from these traditions about Moses and applied them to
JeSuS.
In order to understand Jesus, the members of the
community placed him in a framework that was familiar to them
and that helped them to appreciate his signlficance.
so too with the resurrection.
To understand Jesus'
significance and to make sense of their own experience, Jesus'
earliest followers placed him in a framework with which they
were familiar, the apocalyptic framework with its focus on
resurrection. we need to be able to speak openly of this
today without having to fear that it in any way dlminishes the
importance of that experience. The evangelists used terms of
utmost importance to describe an experience of utmost importance.
They were not writing history, nor were they consciously inventing
falsehoods to protect what they wished to believe. They were
trying as best they could to understand the impact of the
1ife, teaching, and ministry of an individual whose deep spiritunew
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ality profoundLy affected them. They felt that what he offered
them had saving power. And so they expressed this conviction
in the terms they knew that best described God's saving role
in their 1ives.
Those who were inspired by Jesus' life and work tried to
capture and preserve their experience in what today we would
call a "myth," specifical1y the myth of resurrection, indicating
the deathl-essness of his message. "Myth" is an idea that is
very frequently misunderstood, because our modern sensibility
unfortunately too often insists on sharply distinguishing "fact"
from "fiction" while recognizing nothing in between. Thus we
often think of "myth" as synonymous with "fiction. " This
reductionistic view of myth greatly impoverishes our spiritual
1ife. "Myth" is actually a cateqory somewhere in between fact
and fiction that at the same time transcends both. We might
define a "myth" as a symbolic representation of a profound
existential truth.
The truth that myths try to capture in
symbolic form is too deep, complex, and multi-layered for our
usual conceptual language to express adequately. Thus we need
myths as a means of communicating the depth of our spiritual
experiences, uld it does not demean the significance of such
experiences to call the ways we describe them "myths." If we
fail to acknowledge the transcendence of "myth" over "fab1e"
or "fictionr " then we lose the truth captured by the myth in
one of two ways: by dismissing the myth and thus also its
spiritual content, or by taking the myth 1iteral1y and reducing
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its spiritual content to a superficial representation that is
often rigidly defended. In either caser w€ fail to do justice
to the significance of the myth. We need today to reclaim the
great myths in our religious heritage as mythsr so that we
might renew our appreciation of their spiritual significance.
Rudolf Bultmann was the pioneer in setting forth a program
to interpret the truth behind the myth. He is known for
having introduced the term "demythologizing" into New Testament
research.
He considers the mythical plcture of the world
portrayed in the New Testament to be "a thing of the past, "
something we can no longer acknowledge as true because now
"al1 of our thinking is irrevocably formed by science.u25 His
definition of myth is quite different from the one offered
above. Bultmann defines "myth" as "the report of an occurrence
or an event in which supernatural, superhuman forces or persons
are at work" and states that "mythical thinking is the opposite
of scientific thinking. "26 The real intention of myth is "to
talk about a transcendent power to which both we and the world
are subject, " but mythological thinking defeats its own intention
because the concrete character of its symbols makes them too
limited to describe transcend"n.".27 Therefore a process of
demytholpg:Lz. ng is necessary:
Demythologizing seeks to bring out the real intention
of myth, namely, its intention to talk about human existence
as grounded in and limited by a transcendent, unworld){
power, which is not visible to objectifying thinking.-"
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The demythologizing program seeks to replace mythical
language with "existentialist

interpretatioor " a direct expression of what the ideas contained in the myth have to say about
our existence in the worId. This in effect enables us to
dispense with mythical thinking: we have "outgrown" it, and
"It is precisely the mythical form of thinking that we get rid
of by existentialist interpretation. "29 Mythical language is
necessary only "provisionafIyr " until we can develop a language
adequate to express the truths that myths intend.30
In terms of our present discussion, Bultmann provides
certain safeguards against the danger of losing the meaning of
the myth by taking it 1iterally.
He is, however, still in
danger of losing the meaning of the myth by dismissing it too
easily. The problem is that myths are often rich and multilayered, and we cannot always say with confidence that a particular existentialist interpretation captures the substance of
all the relevant layers, This ls similar to the problem of
Bible translation. No translatipn of the Bib1e is exact, and
thus every translation loses some of the spirit and meaning of
the original.
But not all translations are alike in this
reqrard.
Generally speaking, those translations that stray
furthest from the text and rely most on paraphrase tend to
lose more of the symbolism of the original than do translations
that are more faithful to the original text. The freer translations replace a qreater proportion of the original symbolism
with the specific interpretations of the translator. This may
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present an appearance of qreater clarity but it also tends to
impoverish the meaning of the text, and removes the reader one
step further from the spirit of the original.
The program of demythologization runs a similar risk.

Let us take for example Bultmann's interpretation of the resurrection. Bultmann is known for saying that the resurrection's
meaning is that Christ was raised into the kerygmdr the proclaimed
messag'e of the church:
How do we come to believe in the cross as the salvation
occurrence?
Here there seems to me to be only one answer: because
it is proclaimed as such, because it is proclaimed together

with the resurrection. Christ the cruclfied and risen one
encounters us in the word of proclamation, and nowhere
else. And faith in this word is the true faith of Easter.
Such understanding faith in the word of proclamation
is the genuine faith of Eastery it is faith that the word
being proclaimed is the legitimated word of God. The
event of Easter, insofar as it can be referred to as a
historical event alongside of the cross, is nothing other
than the emergence of faith in the risen one in which the
proclamation has its origin. .
The Easter faith of the first disciples, then, is not
a fact on the ground of which we believe insofar as it
could relieve us of the rigk of such faith but itself
belongs te,
the eschatological occurrence that is the object
of faith. rr

This interpretation of the meaning of Easter faith is
not only very'Limiting, it is also dangerously circular. The
cross is an instrument of salvation because it is proclaimed
to be so. The risen Christ meets us only in the proclaimed
word. The resurrection, the "event of Easterr" is nothing
other than the emergence of faith in the risen Christ. Easter
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faith is in essence its own object. rt is difficult to see
how faith in the proclamation of faith is not ultimately void
of any real content.
Bultmann cal1s the kerygma or "proclamation" 'the message
of God's decisive act in Christr" which is proclaimed as a
"salvation event. "32 This decisive, salvific act cannot be
understood apart from the resurrection. The kerygma proclaims
christ already risen; it therefore cannot be the source of
faith in his resurrection. central to the proclamation is the
mythical and very powerful statement that Christ is risen and
has overcome the power of death. Bultmann,s program fails
even to come close to capturing what this means.
What does

it

mean?

Bultmann would like to preserve the truth behind the
myth, and he is right in pointing out the dangers of leaving

the myths uninterpreted, but his program sacrifices too much.
Eaith needs its symbols in order to be revealed and expressed,
for only symbolic languaqe can come close to capturing the
mystery and many-layered complexity of the content of faith.
But this by itself is not enough: if we fail to recognize that
the symbols are'symbols, that the myth is a myth, then we will
inevitably lose the content of faith and we will worship instead
its externalized expression. And so paul Tillich speaks of
preserving the myth, but necessarily as a "broken myth,':
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A myth which is understood as a myth, but not removed
or replaced, can be called a "broken myth. " christianity
denies by its very nature any unbroken myth, because its
presupposition is the first commandment: the affirmation
of the ultimate as ultimate and the rejection of any kind
of idolatry. A11 mythological elements in the Bible, and
doctrine and liturgy should be recognized as mythological,
but they should be maintained in their symbolic form and
not be replaced by scientific substitutes. Eor there is
no substitute for thergse of symbols and myths: they are
the language of faith."
To "break" a myth is to make its symbolic character
conscious. There is an understandable fear of doing so, since

it means leaving the safety and certainty of an unbroken mythological wor1d. This fear creates a resistance to breaking the
myth that often results in an insistance on taking the myth
literal1y.
one fears that breaking the myth will rob it of
its meaning and power, but in fact the opposite is true:
The resistance against demythologization expresses itself
in "literalism. " The symbols and myths are understood in
their immediate meaning. The material, taken from nature
and history, is used in its proper sense. The character
of the symbol to point beyond itself to something else is
disregarded. creation is taken as a magic act which happened
once upon a time. The fa11 of Adam is localized on a
special geographical point and attributed to a human individual. The virgin birth of the Messiah is understood in
biological terms, resurrection and ascension as physical
events, the second coming of the christ as a tellurict or
cosmic, catastrophe. .
Faith, if it takes its symbols
1itera11y, becomes idolatrous! It cal1s something ulLimate
which is less than ultimate. Faith, consciorls of the
symbolic characte, of its symbols, gives God the honor
which is due him.-=
we cannot afford to dispense with the language of myth,

and in this sense the earliest disciples were justified in
applying the language of resurrection to their experience of
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the impact that Jesus' life and message had on them. However,
to do justice to this experience we need to preserve the myth
as a broken myth. Tillich's claim that "Christianity denies
by its very nature any unbroken myth" is very debatable since
Christianity has in the past often insisted upon literal interpretations of its myths, but while we cannot afford to lose
the mythr fleither can we afford to leave it unbroken. The
stakes are just too high.
It is tragic that a truth so pregnant with power and
life has become, through the failure to distinguish it from
its symbolic container, a focal point of often violent confrontation between Christians and Jews. If there is any truth
behind the myth of the resurrection then that truth is universal,
with a healing message for both Christians and Jews. If there
is no truth behind it, then it speaks neither to Christians
nor to Jews. Christian and Jew, together with the rest of
humanity, are one 1n their relationship to the existential
truth contained in the symbol of the resurrection, if not in
their relationship to the symbol itself.
Although conceptual
language cannot completely capture the meaning of the symbol,
we do need, a? Bultmann has recognized, at least to try to
approach the meaning of the symbol apart from the symbol itself.
At this point we venture to cross the delicate bridge
between biblical criticism and theology. Our main summary, in
which we have traced the roots of the idea of the resurrection
back through the Hebrew Bible, gives us a hint as to the
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resurrectionrs existential meaning. Resurrection is a central
aspect of Jewish apocalyptic eschatol ogy, which descended from
Hebrew prophecy, which itself was based on the restoration of
the covenant relationship between God and God's people. Hebrew
prophecy spoke of restoration and occasionally used resurrection
as a metaphor to describe it. Resurrection thus has its roots
in the idea of covenant between God and humanity. At the time
in which Jesus lived, it was a way of expressing the original
covenant and promise of God to save and keep Godrs people.
covenant itself ls a religious response to the question:
rs there anything to our existence beyond the inevitable accidents, tragedies, and decay that we suffer as human beingrs?
rs our existence essentially random r ot is there an ultimate
order and direction behind the seemingly accidental character
of our lives that provides meaning and hope? This is the
basic question of religion. rt is also the question to which
our existence as self-conscious beings inevitably drives us.
What we see, simply by being conscious of ourselves and our
surroundings, is the certainty of o1d age, sickness, and death.
Erom the moment we are bornr w€ progress toward physical and
perhaps intellectual and psychological dissolution. Most of
the time we deny it; we keep ourselves from being aware of it,
because it is unthinkable. But our defenses do not succeed
forever. Sooner or later we encounter an existential crisis:
the loss of a livelihood or of a relationship, the death of a
loved one, our reaction to signs of sickness and aging in
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ourselves or in those we love. These experiences arouse our
fear, and we may turn to psychotherapy for help, but psychotherapy
cannot help us with these fears because they belong to life
itself and are not pathological phenomena to be cured. psychotherapy can displace the object of our fear, from a neurotically

distorted reality to the fearful aspects of reality itself,
but it cannot heal or eliminate fear.
And so we may turn to religion, but if religion has
become an outer shell that has lost the content of its symbols,
then it too cannot heal, and becomes instead one more instrument
of our denial of the fearful aspects of reality.
It is this
type of religion that Freud attacked, and whose criticisms we
sometimes do not take seriously enough. A religion that we
use to deny our fears becomes tyrannical: our fear demands
that we require and even force others to conform to our beliefs
in order to protect us from our own insecurity.
In this
respect the tendency toward intolerance in fundamentalist
religion belies the faith that it professes.
Covenant affirms that God is immanently involved in human
1ife. Ultimately, we are not alone, although we may have many
experiences of aloneness. As Paul has said, not even death
can separate us from the love of God, and this affirmation is
linked inseparably to his affirmation of the resurrection: "rf
Christ has not been raised, your faith is futi1e." In theological
terms, resurrection is the most radical affirmation that our
link to God, to ultimate meaningr, order, and the power of
'I
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salvation, endures eternally and cannot be broken even by
suffering and death.
Are we honestly able to make this affirmation today?
Today a deep crisis of faith affects both Judaism and Christianity- Secularism and the advance of scientific knowledge have
undermined many traditional religious beliefs.
rf science is
now able to explain matters about which religion previously
offered only speculations, the authority of many religious
ideas i-s naturally called into question. This is not to imply
an intrinsic incompatibility between religion and science, but
historically the two have competed with each other in attempting
to explain the world's mysteries. rn Jesus, day people took
"miraculous" healings for qranted; today we are more 1ike1y to
question and doubt anything that demands berief in the "supernaturalr" especially when we no longer need such beliefs in
order to make sense of the world. This questioning applies
particularly to religrous symbols that have often been interpreted
supernaturally, such as the resurrection.
There is stil1 a deeper reason for the present crisis of
faith. This is the apparent failure of religion to live up to
its promise of salvation. In Judaism this crisis is particularly
acute. The Holocaust has destroyed the falth of many Jews;
indeed, many Jews feel that if God does have a special relationship with the Jewish people, it is a relationship of hatred
rather than 1ove. Thus while strict orthodoxy tries to maintain
its links with the past, much of Judaism has become humanistic
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in its theological orientation. God is revealed in the noble
actions of human beings in supporting each other in a crisis,
or in the human capacity for perseverance, or in the imperative
to build an ethical society. God has left creation unfinished;
it is now time for men and women to complete it.
For many
Jews the State of Israel occupies a place of centrality within
Judaism once reserved for God a1one. Theodicj,es that emphasize
Lhe limitations of God's power, sometimes incorporating kabbalistic notions of the withdrawal of God's presence from the
world to explain the evil in it, have become popular. A11 of
these trends emphasize the absence of a transcendent God from
the world who might have a saving word for humanity beyond the
words that human beings speak to themselves.
While perhaps not always as obvious, this crisis of
faith exists also in contemporary Christianity.
The events
that have shaken the Jews have shaken the rest of the world as
we11. Contemporary theology and preaching often reflect doubt
in any divine source of guidance beyond the sphere of human
There seems to be a split between fundamentalist
activity.
religion, which rigidly holds on to categories of the past,
and a more 1ibera1, humanistic religion, which seems to have
lost as its center a God who activeJ,y affects and directs
people's lives and which instead gives central importance to
the social and political actj-ons of human beings. What both
forms of religion lack is a faith in a transcendent God that
can confront the complexities of modern experience. We have
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largely lost the sense of a God who is above the human but who
is actively involved in human affairs, a spiritual presence
that responds to our deepest concerns, a sense of our connection
to an ultimate order that takes into account the desperate
questions our experience raises. That the need for such a
spiritual center is real can be Seen in how deeply the need is
felt: the question of theodicy, of what kind of faith is
available to us in a world where evil and tragedy predominate,
is asked as frequently in Christianity today as it is in
Judaism.

The contemporary crisis of faith yearns to encounter the

But the biblical message is cast in a
language of symbols originating in times and places that are
To recover the message in a form that can
remote to us
today requires a struggle. In this struggle
1
revital:_ze faith
theology can, in fact must, use biblical criticism as a tool,
as long as theology does not try to bend the results of
biblical criticism to serve a preconceived agenda. What we
now know of the historical context within which Jesus lived
and taught greatly illuminates the significance of what he
taughtr ds well as its continuity with the biblical message as

bibl ical message.

a whole.
The following brief passage from Mark encapsulates the
heart of Jesus' message. It has the ring of authenticity
is so different from that of much of
s imp 1y because its spirit

the
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terature of the period:

-86One of the scribes came near and heard them disputing
with one anotherr and seeing that he answered them we1l,
he asked him, "Which commandment is the first of all?"
Jesus answered, "The first is, 'Hear, O Israel: the Lord
our God, the Lord is one; you shal1 love the Lord your God
with all your heart, and with all your soul, and with all
your mind, and with all your strength.' The second is
this, 'You shall love your neighbor as yourself.' There
is no other commandment greater than these. " Then the
scribe said to him, "You are right, Teacher; you have
truly said that 'he is one, and besides him there is no
other'i and 'to love him with all the heart, and with all
the understanding, and with all the strengthr' and 'to
love one's neighbor as oneself, r--this is much more important
than all whole burnt offerings and sacrifices. " !{hen
Jesus saw that he answered wisely, he said to him, "You
are not far from the kingdom of God. " (Mark 1"2228-34)

This passage is noteworthy in that Jesus interprets the
apocalyptic symbol "kingdom of God" in terms of love, both for
God and for one's neighbor.
This is totally unlike anything
we find in the mainstream of apocalyptic literature, which
enables us even more to appreciate Jesus' originality.
In
apocalyptic literature the kingdom of God is not associated
with love, but with judgment and condemnation of sinners and
pain and destruction for those currently in power (see e.g.
1 Enoch 62) . Throughout apocalyptic literature we find a tone
of vindictiveness, expressed in calling God's vengeance down
on the oppressor and in predictions of cataclysmic disasters
that will upset the world order. This was certainly an understandable reaction for a desperate people responding to a
nationa l ca 1 amity.
JeSuS, however, preached even love for
oners enemies, a thoroughly radical departure from the spirit
of apocalypticlsm.

As we have seen, apocalypticism developed from Hebrew
prophecy. It uses many of the same images and shares many of
the same concerns, such as the end of Israel's suffering and
the restoration of Israel to its former g1ory. Nevertheless,
there are significant differences. There is a certain desperation
in apocalypticism, born of the failure of many of the prophetic
ideals to become realized. Instead of being restored to its
independence, Israel found itself occupied by a foreign power
for a protracted period. This was not the expected resolution
of the period of exile. Thus much of Hebrew prophecy began to
lose its power to inspire and instill hope in a despairing
-87

peopl e.

all, Hebrew prophecy emphasized an inward transformation of both the individual and society, while apocalypticism
shifted the emphasis away from the transformation of the heart
toward the transformation of the political situation. We have
seen Isaiah's vision of hope and how those who trust in the
Lord will renew their strength, Jefemiah's vision of God reclaiming Israel and writing the law on the people's hearts, Ezekiel's
vision of inner cleansing and spiritual renewal. The prophets
describe God in intimate termsr €ls father (Jeremiah 31:9), as
mother (Isaiah 66:13), and as husband (Isaiah 54:5). This is
a far different image of God from the apocalyptic God who
expresses concern for the righteous mainly by defeating their
enemies. The God of apocalypticism does indeed show love for
the people, but this is a God of strict judgment, not a God
Above
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with

the people have an intimate relationship.
Jesus proclaims a God with whom the people can have an
intimate relationship.
He reminds his followers that the
greatest commandment of all is to love God with all one,s
heart and strength. This commandment is inseparably linked
with the commandment to love one's fe1low human beings. Jesus
himself has an intimate relationship with God; this is most
directly expressed in the Gospel of John, where Jesus repeatedly
proclaims his oneness with the Eather, but even in the synoptics
Jesus is God's "beloved son," in whom God is wel1 pleased.
Jesus' life and preaching recall the all-but-forgotten spirit
of Hebrew prophecy. This is particularly evident in the idea
that the commandment of love "is much more important than all
whole burnt offerings and sacrifices"--a deliberate recollection
of the words of the prophets (cf. Isaiah 1:l-1, Hosea 6:6,
whom

Micah 6: B) .

Jesus' appeal to his followers is thus not difficult to
grasp. In an era of spiritual starvation he held out to them
the one thing they were thirsting for: assurance of the original
promise of Go9's immanent Iove. This promise was rooted deeply
in their pastr b.ut they had lost contact with it. The reassertion
of this promise was the core of Jesus' preaching, and also the
context in which his healings must be understood. It is not
for nothing that John's GospeI repeatedly warns against relying
on the healings themselves as the basis for belief.
What
separated Jesus from other healers, charismatics, and magicians
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in a time when many such people were active is that
understood and presented his heal ings as evidence of

Jesus
God's

redemptive love.

Since Jesus' message so deeply addressed the spiritual
needs of many who followed him, they understandably projected
their messianic hopes onto him. People began to see him as

the one who had come to save them. The attraction of such a
following would have made Jesus seem threatening to Rome,
since the idea of messiah, with all its apocalyptic elaborations,
had definite political implications. Rome responded to what
it perceived as a potential threat to the social order, and
executed Jesus as they would have any political insurrectionist.
John's report of the reason many Jews feared and distrusted
Jesus (John 1,L:47-501, that they were afraid of Rome's reaction
to the attention his followers were attracting, is probably
historical 1y accurate.
In short, Jesus preached a revitalizing messagie, with
roots in the prophetic tradition.reaching back to the covenant
itself.
The messager ot "good newsr, is that the connection
between God and the human spirit is still alive and is unbreakab1e. God does in fact make a difference in our lives, and
the action of the divine in our llves demands also a response
from us. Jesus' message became entangled in the thought-web
of apocalypticism and messianism, and unfortunately was misunderstood by his friends and enemies alike. Is it possible for us
to reclaim this message today, and to find in it a response to
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the deepest questions of our own faith?
The possi-bility of reclaiming the message Iies in recognizing the challenge that it presents. At the heart of Jesus'
message is the commandment of love.
rt is often asked, How
can love be commanded? we might view the language of

commandment

as expressing the challenge in the particular type of Iove
that Jesus preached.
Jesus did not preach a sentimental rove, nor a love that
comes easily and naturally to us. "rf you love those who 1ove
you, what credit is that to you? For even sinners love those
who ]ove them" (Luke 6232) . we love most easily those who are
like ourselves: the members of our family, our race, our ethnic
groupr ot our class. Jesus challenged us to expand our love
beyond these natural boundaries. Thus while Jesus could tel1
his disciples, "Go nowhere amonq the Genti1es, and enter no
town of the samaritans, but go rather to the lost sheep of the
house of rsrael" (Matthew l-0:5-6), he also reversed himserf to
defend and minister to the canaan.ite woman (Matthew 15:21"-28).
And while Jesus blessed the poor and warned against neglecting
them (Luke 6220, L6:1-9-26) , he also reached out to the rich,
calling the t.f collectors Levi (Luke 5:27-29) and Zacchaeus
(Luke l-9:1-10) and eating with them in their homes.
For Jesusr love must break the bonds of our selfidentification and self-interest and extend to those whom we
might not naturally think of loving. Thus love needs to be
presented in the languag'e of commandment: it requires an effort,
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perhaps even a profound inner struggle, for us to become genuinely

loving in ways we might not ordinarily choose. The love Jesus
preached is non-self-interested, and this is the only type of
love that can make us aware of our unbreakable connection to
God's influence and guidance in our lives.
This is perhaps the aspect of Jesus' message that is
most easi-1y forgotten. Throughout history people have wanted
to create Jesus in their own image, as Albert schweitzer pointed
out in his famous critique of historical Jesus research. Many
groups have wanted to claim Jesus as their own. Groups within
Christianity have used him in their attacks upon each other;
men have used him against women; the rich have used him against
the poor. At certain times in history the rich have pointed
to their wealth as evidence of heavenly favor, a special claim
to God's 1ove. Today liberation theology makes a counterclaim,
as one spokesperson for liberation theology states: "The Word
of God in the Bible is understood as acting'from'the
poor
and spoken 'to' them. .
And.liberation theology believes
that the whole Bible is written from the perspective of the
poor: its promise, its promises, are for the poor."35 AIt of
this distorts Jesus' message; he did, after all, invite rich
and poor alike to join his table, implicitly challenging both.
We sometimes would like Jesus to comfort us and to make
others feel uncomfortable, but the greatness of Jesus is that
he is not claimable by anyoner Do matter how justifiable
claim.

the

Jews cannot use his Jewishness to claim him from the
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Christians, and Christians must not use their acknowledgment
of him as the Christ to keep him from the Jews. Today, when
we so cherish our ethnic identifications and the things that
distinguish usr Jesus' message is as radical as ever. There
is nothing wrong with celebrating our distinguishing characteristics, as long as our attachment to them does not prevent us
from loving one another. Jesus' messagie, however, stands as a
reminder that this danger is always present, and as a call to
transcend our particular identifications and to recognize and
love each other as individuals. This aspect of his message is
encapsulated in the Parable of the Good Samaritan which' although

originally addressed to Jews, has universal significance.
Jesus, then, revitalizes the covenantal relationship
between God and humanity and bases it on self-transcending
love. In this sense he belongs to the tradition of the Hebrew
prophets and fu1f111s their message. He echos their insistence
that love is more important than sacrifices, and he even associates the commandment of love with the kingdom of God, as we
have already seen (Matthew 1,2:28-34) . One approaches the
kingdom by striving to fulfi]1 the commandment of love, and
this brings oner a Sense of God'S presence and responsiveness:
But
"Therefore I te1l you, do not worry about your 1ife. .
strive first for the kingdom of God and his righteousness, and
all these things will be given to you as we11" (Matthew 6225,33).
So far we find in Jesus' message an affirmation that God
is intimately connected with human life. But resurrection is
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a radical symbol; it refers not only to life but also to
death. Implicit in Jesus' message is the affirmation that
love has the power to overcome even the power of death. It is
no accident that Paul found in Jesus an occasion to revive
Isaiahts prophecy that "he will swallow up death forever"
(Isaiah 2527; cf. 1 Corinthians 15:54); Paul strongly felt
Jesus' message of non-self-interested lover ds his own hymn to
love in 1 Corinthians 13 eloquently demonstrates. But how
does love overcome the power of death?
Love overcomes the power of death by revealing the indestructibility of the soul. The essence of non-self-interested
love is the awareness and recognition of an individual in his
or her own right, separate from any identity we wish to project
on to that individual. Jesus expressed this by preaching a
love that transcends ethnic, cfass, and familial boundaries.
The deepest leve1s of this awareness involve seeinq a person's
individuality as God has given it, the soul in its purity as
it is connected to God before it becomes connected to any
other human being. We each discover this in our own way.
Very Iittle more can be said about this in the abstract; I can
only attempt to,clarify it by taking the liberty of relating a
personal experience.

Not very long ago I began to work at a hospice in New
York City. I have been using music to work with patients,
many in comas, whose illnesses have progressed past the point
where they are capable of any verbal response. My instrument
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is the recorder, a type of wooden flute (some unfortunately
confuse the name with a "tape recorder"). All these patients
have been diagnosed as having less than six months to 1ive.
My experience working with them has taught me more about the
indestructibility of the soul than any course in theology I
could possibly have taken.
I have been repeatedly amazed by the capacity of the
soul to respond to music, sometimes even after a person's
closest relatives have given up trying to communicate with him
or her. One patient I visited, Norman, was a young man dyingr
of AIDS. He was close to death and needed oxygen to breathe.
Yet his response to muslc was very powerful. He commented on
the beauty of the music, and said that it took him out of his
hospital environment into a totally different world. He made
me promlse to bring him some music of Bach the next tlme I
visited. He died before I could visit him again.
It is hard to describe what I learned from Norman.

was impressed by his sense of peacefulness in spite of his
discomfort. Norman was reported as saying that it is a blessing
to be able to die without fear. I believe him; I felt no fear
in his presence,. I only wish I had known him lonqer; it would
have been a privilege to have shared more of his journey with
him.

With some patients I have very much had the experience
of sharing a journey. Roberta, a woman in her early fifties,
was in the final stages of ovarian and breast cancer that had

-95spread to the brain.

doctor's notes in her chart described
her as "c1ear1y sustaining a very poor and nearly vegretative
1ife, " and "does not taIk at a11 at present; no purposefu1
movements. " This is not what I discovered in my contact with
her. When I played at her bedside, I could sense her breathing
becoming noticeably deeper, her eyes more relaxed. Several
times she would reach her hand out towards me; she would touch
the music on the music stand, and sometimes she would reach
out and stroke my face. I visited Roberta many times before
she died, and felt her go through a series of stages through
fear, deep grief, then finally resolution and peace. The
nurses felt she was hanging on to life until the moment she
became ready to die.
Another patient, Bertha, was similar. Bertha was eightynine years old and dyingr of lung cancer. On my first visit I
sensed a great amount of fear cominqr from her; she seemed even
at the point of terror.
Her eyes were widely dilated, in a
frozen, fearful expression. I have often seen this expression
in comatose patients, and have come to believe that it frequently
results from a fear of abandonment. In this case, Bertha
seemed terrified
of the prospect of death, and of finally
letting go. The way she would grasp my hand communicated much
of her feelingr to me.
During one visit she withdrew her hand from mine and
began to hold her head. She seemed in great pain, but the
pain was not physical. It was something inside her that she
The
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to resolve. I learned from her nurse and social worker
that her relationship with her daughter had been troubled for
many years. Perhaps this was what she was trying to resolve,
as I saw her over a period of a few weeks go through a phase
of agitation and restlessness. In the meantime her daughter
was in therapy with the social worker, trying to resolve her
own ambivalence toward her mother. As time went on I felt
Bertha's feelings of grief come closer to the surface, and the
pain gradually begin to subside. Bertha communicated most of
this to me through the way she held my hand. Just before her
death, I felt her starting to become noticeably more peaceful.
She too was preparing herself for the moment when she felt
ready to Iet go.
David is a six-year-old boy whom I have jusL begun to
visit. He suffers from a seizure disorder possibly of chromosomal
origin. During most of his waking moments he experiences what
his chart describes as "intractable seizures." One of his
nurses describes him as "decerebrate," meaning that he has
lost all cognitive function.
When I entered David's room, I found him in the mldst of
a seizure. He was, however, very attentive to the music I
played for him. He made eye contact with me which he sustained,
and at one point he even began to vocal ize, as if trying to
sing aIong. The way he looked at me showed me beyond doubt
that he was connected to the music and to my presence. During
the music his mother was also present, soothing and stroking
needed

him. He gradually became quieter, and his seizure movements
came to a stop. At the last song, he fell asleep.
what is significant about these patients is not simply
the fact that they can respond to music, or to the touch of a
hand. There is a certain quality all these patients have that
is difficult to describe. when the conscious, intellectual,
controlling and grasping side of the personality fa11s away
because the body is too il1 and no longer has the energy to
sustain it, something else seems often to come to the surface,
an entirely different quality, softer, somehow purer, more
directly present. The remarkable thing is that this other
side of the personality seems not to deteriorate with the
body; one can have a strong sense of its presence even up to
the moment of death. rt is almost as though this aspect of
the seLf were independent of the body.
r saw the contrast between these two sides of the personality perhaps most dramatically in one woman, Judith, who when
conscious had the reputation of bging very unpleasant and even
abusive to the staff.
r never got to know her then because
she always refused my visits.
when her irlness reached its
final phase, however, and she courd no longer relate consciously,
r went into her room and played for her for about harf an
hour. At first she had been quite agitated and was moaning a
1ot, but the music began to soothe her, and she became more
quiet. when r finished playing r came to her bedside and, on
an impulse, held my hand out to her
She took my hand and
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held it for fifteen more minutes. She was much quieter when I
1eft.
There is a peaceful state that the soul can reach during
the course of a protracted, terminal i11ness, that seems beyond
the layers of fear many of us encounter when contemplating the
prospect of death. It may require some inner work to reach
that state, but something within the individual soul often
seems to know how to undertake this work when the time has
come for it.
Those who are at this point can also often be
helped in their journey by the presence of understanding friends
who do not give up the idea that the sick person is stilI
aware and sti11, on some level, capable of relating.
I have
felt patients in this state reach out to me in far more direct
ways than I believe they ever could have when fuI1y conscious,
when the usual controls and defenses are functioning. It has
particularly impressed me to see how strong this sense of the
person is even while the body is deterioratingr or when mental
functioning is supposedly critically
impaired. I can only
understand it as a quality of the soul that becomes more
visible as the individual is able to a11ow it, something in
our nature with which we ourselves may usually be out of
touch, but that g:overns our relationship to God nevertheless.
To be sure, not everyone dies this way. I have seen
peopJ.e die sti11 very much in their conscious fears, not having
been abler or not having had the opportunity, to reach their
place of peace.
Nevertheless, when I have seen the more
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peaceful side emerge r have been struck by how different it
can seem from what we think of as the conscious self. r can
go no further in explaining the significance of this, nor can
r offer any proof of my observations. r can only say that for
Iller it means that the link between God and the soul is preserved
under even the worst circumstances, and ultimately cannot be
broken.

while Jesus knew this during his rife and preached it,
he must have discovered it on the cross in a more direct and
radical way. At first he seemed to experience fear and abandonmenti he cried out to God asking why God had forsaken him.
But then something seemed to change. Luke tells us that Jesus
died with an expression of trust: "Father, into your hands r
commend my spirit"
(Luke 23246; cf. psalm 31:5). John reports
an expression of resolution: "rt is f inished,' (John 19:30) . A
new side of Jesus emerged, overcoming whatever fears remained
to him in his conscious 1ife.
Those around him may very well have sensed this, for

a

curious incident occurred at the moment of his death that is
represented in all the synoptics, but most plainly in the
Gospel of ,u.f,, in which Jesus dies only with "a loud cry',
(Mark 15:37): "Now when the centurion, who stood facing him,
saw that in this way he breathed his 1ast, he said, 'Tru1y
this man was God's Son!r" (Mark 15:39). The historicity of
this event has been questioned; some see its inclusion as
reflecting the evangelists' desire to minimize the culpability
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of the Romans in Jesus' death and to emphasize the Gentile
missj-on. Nevertheless, whether historical or not, this event
is part of the "myth" in the deep sense of that word; it
captures an aspect of Jesus' followers' experience of his
death, and thus its significance goes beyond any apologetic
purpose it may have had. Thus we can ask, How did the centurion
know of Jesus' special connection to God? There was something
in the way Jesus died that deeply impressed him. The centurion
witnessed Jesus' sure knowledge that his connection to God
remained unbroken, and it must have profoundly shaken him.
Even on the cross the seeds of the resurrection are already
present.
Perhaps in some small way we all participate in Jesus'

experience. After all, Paul did say that "if we have been
united with him in a death like his, we will certainly be
united with him in a resurrection like his" (Romans 6:5). The
patients in the hospice experienced a form of crucifixion, a
protracted, painful death. At the end, one could witness the
emergence of the soul. There is something deeply mysterious
about the resurrection, a mystery that we lose if we take the
symbols too 1itera11y.
The persistence of the soul even to the point of death
may not be visible to detached observation, but it is visibre
to love, which sees to the heart of the individual. rf love
can overcome even death, then surely it can guide us through
the accidents of our existence. This is perhaps what Jesus
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meant when he preached, "Do not worry about your 1ife, what

you will eat or what you will drink r ot about your body, what
you will wear. Is not life more than food, and the body more
than clothing?" (Matthew 6:25) . Jesus surely knew that sometimes

people do not have enough to eat, or to wear; after all, he
did say "For you always have the poor with you" (Matthew
26:1,L) .
But there is something in his message, particularly

in striving to observe the commandment of love, that holds out
a promise that on some level our deepest needs will be met.
Faith does not promise a life free of tragedy, but 1t
does promise that even in tragedy our connection to God cannot
be severed, and therefore that even the worst tragedy contains
some redeeming aspect if we are willing to search for it and
are open to receiving it.
This aspect of redemption may not
balance the accounts to our satisfaction, it may not make
things seem "fair"i nevertheless, if such faith has any meaning
at al 1, it must mean that in even the worst tragedy some part
of us will not be destroyed but changed, deepened, and brought
a little closer to awareness of the ultimate order of things.
This is the faith that the resurrection expresses in its most
radical form. faith is the conviction that there is an ultimate
order beyond the apparent disorder of our experience. rt is
the conviction that the heart that meets God in genuine love
wll1 always draw a response.
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If the preceding discussion sheds any light at alI on
the faith embodied in the symbol of the resurrection, then it
must have implications also for the relationship between Judaism
and christianity.
The tortured relationship between the two
is well document-ed and is not the subject of this studyi we
will offer only a few comments touching-on the matters of
faith and reconciliaLion.
Christianity began as an apocalyptic sect within Judaism.
As it matured, it soon became apparent that the two could not
coexist.

We find

evidence of tension between Judaism

and

early christianity throughout the Gospels (Matthew LOzL7, Mark
l-3:9, Luke L2zLL,2Lz1-2, John 9222, 1,2:42, L6:2; also the
frequent clashes between Jesus and the pharj_seesr esp. Matthew
23). rt would seem that Jews in some communities, believing
that the Christian sectarians were following a false messiah
r even worse, blasphemously worshiping him as a God, excluded
these Christians from synagogue worshlp.
This would have
exposed the christians to danger since, without the protection
of Judaism's status as an officially sanctioned loca1 religion,
the new christ,ian sect was open to persecution by the Romans
as a threat to civil order. And so the Gospels place in the
mouth of Jesus prophecies connecting persecution with exclusion
from the synagogue.
ar

As is well known, Lhe sj-tuation changed entirely
Christi-anity

assumed the power of a state religion.

once
Many
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excellent accounts of the subsequent development of Christian
anti-Semitism are available (see e.g. Rosemary Ruether's classic
36.
summary"').
While it has been debated whether or not the New
Testament itself contains traces of this anti-Semitism, the
preparation for later anti-semitism is certainly present in
its tendencies toward anti-Judaism. One sees this most clearly
in the Gospel of John, where the term "the Jews" is frequently
used pejoratively, and where Jesus calls his Jewish opponents
children of the devil (John Bz44). We can see the beginning
of this development even in the synoptics which, in the context
of their apocalyptic background, shed some light on the origins
of Christian anti-semitism.
The idea of resurrection did not ar.ise in a vaccuum. It
was part of a pattern, occurring together with the themes of
divine judgment and global destruction. The Christians who
lived through the destruction of the Temple interpreted that
event as a sign of the nearness of the end, as we have already
seen. In time, they began to see it as proof of God's judgment
against the Jews for having rejected Jesus. Thus, most ironica11y, the vindictiveness that we have seen to be part of
Jewish apocalypticism became directed against the Jews themselves. The Jews were seen as the ones holding up the day of
salvation by stubbornly refusing to accept Jesus as the Christ
and thus rejecting all of the goodness for which he stood. If
they could so reject Jesus, who was purely good, then certainly
they must have been children of the devi1, and they were
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is, at least in part, derivable from Jewish apocalypticism
itself, turned on its head and used against the very people
from whom it developed.
Even Paul, writing before the destruction of the Temple,
had difficulty comprehending the Jews' refusal t-o accept the
messiah for whom they themselves had been so fervently waiting.
Paul says of the Jews that "a veil lies over their minds"
(2 Corinthians 3:15) .
Paul outlines his solution to this
problem j-n Romans 9-l-1. These chapters have often been mentioned
by Christian writers as evidence that even in the New Testament
there is a place for IsraeJ and that Jews as well as Gentiles
are included in God's plan of salvatj-o.,.37 It is true that
taking certain verses out of context can make these chapters
seem supportive of Jews and Judaism, but their full impact can
be understood only by taking them as a whoJe. When one does
so consider them, it does not remain difficult to understand
why Jews cannot find them comforting.
It must be remembered that PauJ saw Jesus as the fulfillment
of Jewish apocalyptic expectations. Therefore the Jews' refusal
of Jesus posed, a real problem for him. How could Jesus truly
be the messiah if his own people, who so fervently yearned for
the messiah, did not recognaze him in Jesus? Thus Paul speaks
of "great sorrow and unceasing anguish" in his heart on account
of the Jews' failure

to accept Jesus (Romans 9:1).

He then

proceeds to work out a solution to this problem: the Jews'
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refusal of Jesus must be in

some way

a part of God's plan of

saJvati-on.

PauI begins by affirming God's promise: "It is not as
though the word of God had faifed" (Romans 9:6). God's promises
stand, but they are based upon faith, not upon rsrael's bloodline
from Abraham: "not all of Abraham's children are his true
descendants" (Romans 927) . Thus if God wishes to include the

Gentiles at the temporary expense of rsrael, none may question
it: "So then he has mercy on whomever he chooses, and he
hardens the heart of whomever he chooses', (Romans 9:lB).
One cannot question God's fairness: "Has the potter no

right over the clay, to make out of the same lump one object
for special use and another for ordinary use?" (Romans 9:21-).
God may thus accept or reject whomever God wishes. paul then
uses a troubling phrase: "What if God, desiring to show his
wrath and to make known his power, has endured with much
patience the objects of wr:ath that are made for destruction?"
(Romans 9222). Thus as long as the Jews do not accept Christ,
they are "objects of God's wrath," destined for destruction.
Paul caps hls argument by quoting from the Hebrew prophets:

-106From Hosea:
Those who were not my people
I wi1I calI "my people,"
and her who was not beloved
I will cal1 "beJoved."

And in the very place where it was said to them,
"You are not my peopler"
there they shall be ca1led children of the living God.
(Romans 9225-26; cf . Hosea 222312:25), l-:l-0L2zLll
From Isaiah:

Though the number of the children of Israel were like the
sand of the sea, only a remnant wi11 be saved; for the

Lord will execute his sentence on the earth quickly
decisively. (Romans 9:27-28; cf. Isaiah L0222,23)

and

If the Lord of hosts had not left survivors to us,
we would have fared like Sodom
and been made like Gomorrah.
(Romans 9229; cf . Isaiah l-:9)
By using these quotations to suit his purposes, paul
changes their original meaning. Hosea's prophecy is addressed
to Israel: they who felt rejected by God will be restored to
God's favor. Paul uses it to suggest that "those who were not
my people," j-.e. the Genti1es, wiII become the chosen ones.
Similarly, Isaiah's prophecies concern the punishment. of IsraeJ
for its corruptl-on and the escape of a remnant from extermination
by the Assyrians. Paul makes these prophecies imply that only
the few in Israel who accept Jesus as the Christ deserve to be
or actually will be saved, and he compares the rest to the
sinners of Sodom and Gomorrah.
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Paul could scarcely have foreseen that by removing these
prophecies from their originaJ context and thus distorting

their meaning he set the tone for anti-Jewish polemic for
centuries to come. This was certainly far from his j-ntention;
his sorrow for his people must have been heartfelt. Nevertheless,
Christians throughout history have attacked Jews and Judaism
by using this technique of quoting Hebrew prophecy against the
Jews. Thus the great achievement of the Hebrew prophets and
the people who preserved their prophecies, namely the capacity
for self-crlticism, has been exploited and used as one group's
means of condemni-ng another. Furthermore, it is easy to see
how Paul-'s use of these particular prophecies support the
historic Christian claim that the Christians are the "new
Israel, " and that Christianity therefore supersedes Judaism.
While Paul does not state this explicitly, his arguments come
very close to it, as we shal1 see.
Romans l-0 begins with PauJ's statement that the Jews
"have not submltted to God's righteousness" since "Christ is
the end of the law so that there may be righteousness for
everyone who believes" (Romans 10:3,4). Paul unequivocally
interprets Moses' admonishment of Israel to accept God's word
to refer to the acceptance of Christ (Romans l0:6-9). It is
true that Paul says "there is no distinction between Jew and
Greek" (Romans LO:L2) , but this is precisely because the Jews
too are invited to accept Jesus Christ as Lord! "For, 'Everyone
who calls

on the name of the Lord shall be saved"'

(Romans
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By "Lord" it is clear that paul means Jesus, si-nce he
continues, "But how are they to call on one in whom they have
1-0: l-3

)

.

not believed?"

(Romans 1-0:14)

. Israel indeed

had

the opportunity

to believe, since the Gospe1 has been preached to them.

Thus

once again Paul quotes prophecy against Israel:

I have been found by those who did not seek mei
I have shown myself to those who did not ask for me.
A11 day long I have held out my hands
to a disobedient and contrary people.
(Romans L0:.20 t2Li cf . Isaiah 652L,2)
In the

iginal context of Isaiah the same people are
addressed i-n both verses, but Paul splits the reference, making
the words imply once again that the Gentiles, who were not
originally God's people, found their way to God, while.Israel
remained "disobedient and contrary. " once again rsrael stands
or

condemned.

l-l- begins with a verse of ten quoted by paul's
apologists: "I ask, then, has God rejected his people? By no
means! I myself am an Israelite, a descendant of Abraham, a
member of the tribe of Benjamin" (Romans 11:1). Thus it would
seem that in spite of his previous criticisms pauf does not
believe that Gdd has rejected rsrael. But this statement too
must be understood in its context. rn what sense has God not
rejected Israel? Clear]y, according to paul, in the sense
that they too are invited to come to Christ. After all, paul
himself is an Israelite, and other Jews may follow his example
Romans
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and obtain divine acceptance by embracing christ.

These

will

the "remnant chosen by girace" (Romans l-l-:5). rf there
is any doubt about PauJ's meaning, his subsequent statements
are more specific:

become

So I ask, have they stumbled so as to fall?
By no
means! But through their stumbling salvation has come to
the Gentiles, so as to make Israel jealous. Now if their
stumbling means riches for the world, and if their defeat
means riches for Gentiles, how much more will their ful-l
inclusion mean! (Romans l_1_ zLL-L2)
Thus Paul discloses God's plan of salvation.

The

Jews

had to reject christ so Lhat the Gentiles could be included.
But the purpose of the Gentiles' inclusion is, in turn, to
make Israel jealous, so that Israel also will eventually embrace

the new faith. God stil1 holds out salvation to the Jews, but
even for them salvation comes through christ: "rnasmuch then
as I am an apostle to the Gentiles, I glorify my ministry in
order to make my own people jealous, and thus save some of
them" (Romans l-l-: 1-3-14 ) . paul thus solves the problem he
faced in t.he Jews' rejectj-on of Jesus: The Jews were destined
to reject Jesus, in fact their own prophets foretold it, so
that the gospel could be taken to the Gentiles. But once the
Gentlle missioil j-s accomplished, the Jews too must be included.
rt is only in that sense that God has not finally rejected
them.

Paul, in addressing the Gentiles, refers to the Jews as
"branches" that "were broken off " (Romans LL:L7) i ,'they were
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broken of f because of their unbelief " (Romans l-l-:20) . Paul
then speaks of God's "severity toward those who have fallen"

LL:221. In his next statement Paul is unequivocally
clear about the conditions under which God will accept Israel:
"And even those of Israel, if they do not persist in unbelief,
will be grafted in, for God has the power to graft them in
again" (Romans l-1:23). It is a distortion of Paul's meaning
to claimr ds many have with the best of intentions, that in
these chapters Paul keeps a place for Judaism as a legitimate
path to God while offering faith in Christ only to the Gentiles
as their own distinctive path to salvation.
Paul concludes his argument by stating that Israel's
heart has been hardened until "the fu]1 number of the Gentiles
has come in" (Romans li-:25). Regarding the gospel, the Jews
are i-ndeed "enemies of God" for the Gentiles' sake (Romans
LLz28); sti11, "the gifts and the calling of God are irrevocable"
(Romans LLz29) and therefore they cannot be eternally rejected.
Thus the Jews "have now been disobedient in order that, by the
mercy shown to your they too may now receive mercy" (Romans
1l-:31-). They will receive the same mercy as the Gentiles,
that which comes through the acceptance of Jesus Christ as
(Romans

Lord.

It is true that Paul considers God's rejection of the
Jews to be temporary, but as long as they continue to reject
Christ, they are "objects of wrath that are made for destructionr "
"a disobedient and contrary people," "branches broken off,"
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The Gentiles then have
"enemies Iof God] for your sake."
gained the favor that the Jews once enjoyed, the privilege of
acceptance as God's people.

To become reconci led to God the

Jews must come to believe as Paul does, that Jesus is the

Christ, the awaited messiah, and that he will reLurn again
soon to complete the process of salvation. As long as the
Jews persist in resisting this belief, God considers them
disobedient, rebellious, and sinful.
Admittedly PauJ did not expect this state of affairs to
last long. He had hopes that the Gentile missj-on would soon
be complet.ed, and that Christ would soon return f ina1ly to
redeem the wor1d. But this was not to be, and in the meantime
the church could and did seize upon Paul's ideas to support
their claim that Christianity has superseded Judaism and that
the Christians have become the new IsraeJ. It is generally
accepted that we do not find explicit language to this effect
until Justin Martyr, a century after: Pau1, but the seeds of
the idea are already present j-n Pauf's writings, especially
when isolated from Paul's expectation that the course of events
he described would soon be completed.

,spent this much time with Romans 9-11 because
these chapters have often been used as a basis for Christiani-ty's
tolerance of Judaism and the opening of a Jewish-Christian
dialogue. Such a superficial approach toward dialogue and
We have

mutual understanding clearly will not suffice.

justice to PauI and it

It does not

do

ignores the numerous expressions of
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anti-Judaism throughout the New Testament, which are too well

to enumerate here. The true message of Christ is present
in the New Testament, but it is hidden behind the polemic
between the church and the synagogue. Thus for hundreds of
years this message has been inaccessible to Jews, who have
found in the pages of the New Testament only justifications
for the anti--semitism they may have experienced. The New
Testament has thus tragically stood as a barrier between the
Jews and Jesus. rf this barrier is ever to dissolve, the
problem must be faced in its fulr complexity. As Catholic
known

theologian Hans Ktng writ-es,
Jesus was a Jew and all anti-Judaism is a betrayal of
Jesus himself. The church has stood too often between
Jesus and rsrael. rt prevented rsrael from recognizing
Jesus. It is high time for Christendom not merely to
preach "conversion" to the Jews, but to be ',converted"
itself: to the encounter which has scarcely begun and to a
not merely frumaniEaFlan but theologicaf Ai-scussion with
Jews, which might be an aid n
n,' or
capitulation, ?Bt to understanding, mutual assistance and
co1 laboration. - -

If there were to be a theological dialogue between Judaism
and christianity in this spirit of understanding and mutual
assistance, what would the two have to say to each other?
Judaism would say to Christianity, Be true to your messagie.
Do not allow your mythology to divert you from the message of
love that you preach to all people, including the Jews.
Therefore, you must be willing to grapple with your own message
and the form of its presentation, to take into account its

historical and theological context, and by so doing to refine
it in as pure a form as possible. Ask yourselves whether
Jesus, himself a Jew, would recognize his loving message in
the message that the church actual Iy preaches. Judaism would
also say to Chrlstianity, Ifl your confidence that the messiah
has come, do not lose your grounding to the earth. Do not
dispense too easily with "1aw," since the messianic time is
not yet fulfil-1ed, and while vre may depend upon grace we also
need a structure to guide us until grace is fully realized.
If this dialogue is to take place and if barriers of
misunderstandi-ng are to be overcome, then Christianity must be
willing to hear the message of Judaism, but Christianity has a
message for Judaism as we1l. Christianity would say to Judaism,
We have a message of faith that the world needs to hear,
especially now. Your faith has been shaken, by tragedies we
cannot fu1ly understand, even though we have played such a
central role in them. Our faith has been shaken a1so. The
synagogue does not speak easily a,bout faith, and sometimes one
wonders if the synagogue is truly confident of its own message
of covenant, which has taught so much to us. When we say that
Jesus is the Christ, we mean that he embodied ("incarnated") a
-l-

message of faith

13

that heals aJ1 of usr Christian and Jew
alike. Let us work together to see if we can recover this
message, appreciating both its Jewish roots as well as its
Christian form of expression.
If Christianity and Judaism could recognize the message
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of faith that underlies both traditions and that inevitably
ties them together, their message might heal the world. But
many old wounds will first have to be healed. For Jews the
Holocaust is a painful wound that will not disappear. If
Judaism is to preserve its own message for the world, it needs
to find a way of dealing with this tragedy that will enable it
to preserve a well-grounded faith in the covenantal relationship.
It needs to recapture its spiritual core and develop a valid
theology of its own, instead of relinquishing theology as an
exclusively Christian enterprise.
Not only Christians but
Jews as well need a basis for faith, and are asking their
religious leaders and teachers to provide it.
This is the
immense task that confronts Judaism today.
There have been many recent Jewish attempts to deal with
the question of theodicy,39 and so far they have not been
40
promising.'"
The question whether and how those who have
suffered through the Holocaust can find a redemptj-ve meaning
in their experience cannot be answered. To attempt an answer,
even if the attempt is made by a Holocaust survivor, would
violate the right and need of each individual to confront and
come to terms.with his or her own experience. At the same
time no one, not even a Holocaust survivorr rndy rightfully say
that the experience is absolutely devoid of meaning. A man
like Vi-ktor Frankl, a psychiatrist who survived Auschwitz, can
justifiably say that it is possible to find meaning in such an
,4L
experienc€r'and he has had his share of critics.
The question
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of confronting the experience and discoveri-ng whatever meaning

ir

ultimately be

t to the i.ndividual.
There is, nevertheJess, one way in which the tragedy of
the Holocaust may be supplied with at least a small element of
redemptive rneaning. This would happen if it awakens the world
to the loss of the message of faith based upon God's love for
humani ty.
For this to happen the Christian roots of the
Holocaust must be recognized, and many sensitive Christian
wr.iters are now making this recognition. As Hans Ktlng states,
may have must

1ef

It must be absolutely clearly stated that Nazi anti-Judaism
was the work of godless, anti-Christian criminals. But it
would not have been possible without the almost two thousand
years' pre-history of "Christian" anti-Judaism, which pre*
vented Christians i-n Germany from organi4,i,rrg a convinced
and energetic resistance on a broad front.o"
The Nazis' destruction of European Jewry was possible
only because centuries of Christian anti-Judaj sm and antiSemitism prepared the soil for it.

The Nazj-s even took

some

of their ideas from Christian anti-Semites. The practice of
forcing Jews to wear the yellow star has its precedent in the
Fourth Lateran Counci,l in L2L5, which passed a similar edict..
Christian hostility toward Jews in Europe made it only too
easy for the Nazj-s to single out the Jews for deportation and
extermi nation.

A devoted Catho1ic, Harry James Cargas, has recogni-zed
the Christian contribution to the Holocaust and has written a
powerful response.
He documents the Nazi atroci-ties with
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haunting, hear:trending photographs acquired at the Yad Vashem
Holocaust Memorial Museum in Jerusalem. He prefaces his commentary on t.hese photographs with a brief history of Christian
anti-Semitism, sometimes pointing out striking similarities
between the speech of some of the most revered figures in the
history of Christianity and Nazi anti-Jewish rhetoric. Calling
himself a "posL-Auschwitz Catholic" he writes:
The Holocaust event requires my response precisely as a
Christian. The Holocaust is, in my judgment, the qreatest
tragedy for Christians since the crucifixion.
In the
first instance, Jesus died; in the latter, Christianity
may be said to have died. In the case of Christ, the
Christian believes in a resurrection. WiIl there be, can
there be, a resurrection for Christianity?+J

To bring about this resurrection, Jews and Christians
must help each other. If the shock of the Holocaust leads
Christians to a radical reexami-nation of their own faith and a
renewed search for the purity of Jesus' message, then the
victims of the HolocausL will not have died for nothing.
Israel will have become the true "suffering servantr " whose
stripes contribute to the healing of the world, it will have
become the new Christ, who bears the sins of humanity for the
sake of its salvation.
In response to such a movement within Christianity one
may hope that Jews can begin to question their long-standing
mistrust. of Christianity and of Jesus. How tragic it is that
for so long Jews have felt hostility t-oward Jesus, because
they saw him as a symbol of their pain. Perhaps now is the
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time since the days of Jesus himself when the wall
between Judaism and christianity can be broken through, and
Jews and Christians can help each other rediscover the roots
of their common faith.
We have said that Jesus'greatness lies in the fact that
he cannot be claimed by anyone. The faith he preached is not
exclusively Jewish, nor is it exclusively christian.
rt is
uni-versal. rt is the message that in spite of the tragedy of
our experience our connection to God is unbreakable, that the
covenant is alive, and that the heart that seeks God in love
will draw from God a response, even in the midst of much
suffering.
This is not an easy message to grasp, but no
message encompassing such healing power could ever be easy.
rt must not be grasped but sought, with the heart's full
devotion, wi-th al l one's ,'heart, sou1, mind, and might. ,'
Jesus was an apocalyptic preacher, but he nevertheless restored
some important themes lost since the prophets: the themes of
inner tr:ansformation and spiritual renewal.
He also went
further, and preached an abiding fait-h in God's love not only
for the nation, but for the individual: "And even the hairs of
your head are
counted" (Matthew l-0:30).
?r,
Jews can therefore rightly see Jesus as an heir of the
prophetic tradition, and can begin to accept him as a teacher
who brings to the surface the core of their own prophetic
faith. And Chrj-stians can rightly regard Jesus as the messiah,
the one who comes with a healj-ng message of salvatj-on. There
first
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is a bridge between Christian and Jew upon which both can
wa1k, respecting each other without losing their respective
identities. The world's harmony requires the building of this
bridge.
The resurrection originally belonged to an apocalyptic

world view that expected the world's imminent end. As we have
seen, the delay of the parousla forced the evangelists to
reinterpret the meaning of the resurrection. Now, two thousand
years Jaterr w€ are sti1l awaiting the fulfillment of history.
We too need to understand the resurrection in a way that
preserves it as a symbol of revelation and that is valid
within our own historical context. This means that the resur-

rection must survive its original apocalyptic framework, which
cannot mean today what it meant for first-century messianic
Jews and Christians. For the resurrection to continue as a
living symbol of faith, it must be consciously connecLed to
its true existential and spiritual significanceAs our entire discussion hopefully has shown, the loss
of the apocalyptic frame around the image of the resurrection
may cause

us to question certain traditional ways of understanding

that image, byt it in no way invaLidates resurrection faith.
If Jesus' message is true, then resurrection is indeed a reality.
As long as our conscious connection to God's love Conquers
even the power of death, then the Christian proclamation of
the resurrection has meaning. And then Easter, which not
uncoincidentally falls togiether with Passover, the Jewish
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festival of freedom and redemption, celebrates something rea1.
And Jews will understand when Chr.istians, to the traditional
Easter greeting "He j-s risenr" give the traditional response:
"He is risen indeed. "
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